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FORECAST
Q ear mid warm today and 
Tuesday. Light wiMs. Daily HIGH AND LOW \Low tonight and high Tuesday a t Kelowna S3 and Tempera' tures recorded Saturday 50 and with a trace of raia. Sunday 
50 and so.
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Colorful Cerem ony Marks  
Rededication O f Mission
"Father Pan(fosy, we salute Later In the day, when asked 
you! We thank God He sent mcnto qualify this statement. Dr. 
like you to this province.” Ireland said too. often a site of 
’Ihus did Very Ucv. J . R.lhis kind is restored, and then 
Birch. Rome assistant general ofwithin a year or two, alter the 
the Oblates of Mary Immaculalc"initial enthusiasm cools down,” 
missionary order, sum up twothe site reverts to its former con-
. hours of religious and civil ccr-dition.
* emonics as the restored Father 
Pandosy Mission was rededicat­
ed Su:^ay.
Assistant general of the order 
to which Father Pandosy be- 
Iong(xi>-the Missionary Oblates 
of Mary Immaculate—and cele­
brant of Sunday’s solemn high 
mass outdoors on the mission 
site. Father Birch deplored the
* fact that Father Patyiosy's act­
ual burial place was yet undc-
^  termined.
'  "Until his gave is found, this 
historic site will be his monu­
ment,” Father Birch proclaimed.
Father Birch was noticeably 
moved as he expressed profound
*  appreciation to all those who 
had a hand in the restoration of 
the original Immaculate Concep­
tion Mission—the first perman­
ent white settlement in the Okan­
agan. He said his thanks were 
given in the ,name of the world­
wide Oblate organization of 
over 7,000 priests and brothers.
COMPARED CENTURY
Referring briefly to Romo, the 
"Eternal City” , where he has 
has been In residence ^or the past 
six years, Father Birch compar­
ed 100 years. ‘
*Tn Rome a century te but as 
yestetday,” ho said, while here, 
in this part of the world, where 
there has been a “cbmplctc revo­
lution.” a century “means pract­
ically everything.”
Extolling the pioneering spirit 
and zeal of one of his "older 
brothers” , Father Birch describ­
ed Father Pandosy as a "soldier 
of Christ whose uniform was his 
cassock and his weapon was his 
Crucifix."
Dr. Willard Ireland, provincial 
archivist,' who officially repre­
sented Premier Bennett and the 
provincial government a t the 
ceremonies, sounded a note of 
eautien for those responsible for 
the restoration of the mission. -  
IIALFTVAY THERE 
We’re only halfway there,” he 
said. "It is too easy to think that 
the work is done, but it  isn’t.”
"Its maintenance Is neglected 
and pretty soon it is just as fore* 
saken as before,” said the arc­
hivist.
Asked If therh was a chance 
the provincial government wo\ild 
set up its own historical sites de­
partment, he said that such a
move has been pressed for by 
historical - minded individuals 
and groups for decades.
But at the present time, there 
still is no such authority in exis­
tence in B.C. and until there is, 




OKANAGAN LAKE FLOOD CONTROL 
PROJECT NEARING COMPLETION
All but finishing touches have been completed in 
the $4,500,000 Okanagan Lake flood control project.
Main purpose of the project lis to prevent flooding 
in the lower portions of Okanagan River where it enters 
Osoyoos Lake. Okanagan River has been straightened 
between Penticton and the northern end of Osoyoos Lake. 
Water velocity has been controlled by the construction of 
17 'drop-structures.
The flood chntrol project comprises three major sec­
tions: Okanagan Lake to Skaha Lake; Skaha Lake to a 
point three miles north of Olivet, and from Oliver to 
Osoyoos Lake.
Completion of the project means that Okanagan 
Lake level can be controlled from four feet extreme high 
(102.5 feet) to extreme low (98.5 feet). There is an extra 
foot allowance to permit emergency lowering to 97.5 
feet during very dry periods.
A new industry for Kelowna which will give employment 
for a number of new families will be announced, it is expected, 
this afternoon at a press meeting of Crown ZcUcrbach Canada 
Limited, which will followed by a rctTplion attended 
by interested business people throughout the Okanagan. It is 
anticipated that Peter T. Sinclair' will announce his company 
will proceed with an industrial development of the property 
which the company purchased in the north end of the city 
several years ago.
City Airfield  
Prospects
AMATEUR SCULPTOR B. BACHMANN (LEFT) AND G. STREMEL FLANK 
BUST OF FATHER PANDOSY AFTER SUNDAY’S CEREMONIES. (SEE STORY 
PAGES). ■ (Courier staff photo — prints available).
MAY BE CHALLENGED BY U.S.
International 
Russ
VANCOUVER (CP)—The East- 
West curtain was parted for a 
day here Sunday — and what 
might have become an interna­
tional aerial i n c i d e n t  was 
avoided.
The giant Russian airliner, the 
all-jet ’TU-104. was on public 
view at Vancouver’s Interna­
tional Airport at an air show. Air 
force officials said 100,000 per- 
8hns watched Sunday’s show, 
part of a two-day British Colum 
bia centennial event.
But Russian-United States re­
lations became a litle strained 
at one point during the day.
Capt. T. T, Frolov, the Russian 
plane’s pilot, had been granted 
permission to make a courtesy 
visit to Victoria from Vancouver 
—a mere 75 miles os the jet flics. 
But the trip had to be can­
celled.
FEARS STRAYING
The path the aircraft would 
have taken would have brought 
it close to the international bor­
der where Son Juan Island 
, Amcrichn territory. jut.s Into the 
Canadian territorial waters of the 
.S tra it of Georgia.
> Frolov, f e a r i n g  slight drift 
tnight nccidcntnlly cause him to 
cro^s the boundary, asked that 
assurances bo given that his 
craft would not be chnllenged by 
U.S. fighters.
Air force officials here were 
' told no such assurnneo would be 
forthcon'^^S Air Force
authorities.
The Russian was told: "No­
body will say they (the Amcr 
icnns) won’t scramble, even If 
just to I take a look nt you.” 
Dlplomallpolly. the flight wos 
cancelled, and instead the piano 
made a courtesy f l i g h t  over 
greater Vancouver, with govern­
ment officials, aviation represent­
atives from both Canada and the 
U.S.A., and n e w s p a p e r  men 
aboard. •
Earlier in the day, Capt. Fro­
lov and his officers were taken 
on'a flight aboard the huge Boe­
ing 707 jet stratoliner.
VANCOUVER (CP') r -  City po­
lice are to question a  British 
Columbia youth arrested in Bel­
lingham, Wast„ Saturday in con­
nection with the triple slaying of 
south Vancouver family last 
week.
Detectives said here Sunday 
they had contacted the Belling­
ham police about a youth, who 
was arrested Saturday after Mrs. 
Sam T u s s i n g. a Bellingham 
housewife, was brutally beaten 
and left to die in a brush area.
Mrs. Tussing was found un 
conscious by her husband. She 
died Sunday.
Bellingham Is 55 miles due 
.south of Vancouver, (and 22 miles 




COMOX. B.C. (CP) -  A T-33 
Silver Star Jet trainer stole the 
Bhow at Comox airport Saturday 
: gK lUi pilot, FO Sam Crnmb of 
IddgD nCAF Squadron^ C o m o x ,  
p o lle d  it In screaming rushca 200 
feet above the ground.
An c.sUmntcd 20,000 people at­
tended tht-s aroa’a Air Force D(iy
Fellow squadron member FO 
Terry Toimon thrilled the huge 
crowds na he demonatmtod the 
climbing ixjwer of the CS’-lOO all- 
weather Jet fighter by shooting 
straight up for thousands of feet. 
.. Star of the static displays was 
the British Avro Vulcan. me<Uum 
. jr t  Iwmbtr, with its sleek, .swept- 
" back delta wing qnd gleaming 
,, "iitteiiii I
Once airborne, A. M. (Tex) 
Johnston, chief of flight tests for 
the Boeing Aircraft Company, 
allowed Frolov to handle the air­
craft’s controls for most of the 
hour-long flight.
Frolov said the plane had 
"beautiful light control.”
Police To Question Youth 
Over. Coast Triple Slaying
Oyama Trio Hurt 
In Car Accident
(Special to The Courier)
VERNON — Mrs. Milton Carl 
son, of Oyama, was admitted to 
Vernon Jubilee IIo.spltal yester 
day, with undetermined Injuries, 
following n three-car crash near 
Kick Willy IXM»p Rood. Mrs. 
Carlson is having X-rnys taken 
today.
With their two.children, n hoy 
and n girl, Mrs. Carlson yias 
travelling In the family cor. dri 
ven by Mr. CnrI?on, who was un 
harmed, The children were 
scratched and bruised, but their 
injuries were not serious. Mr. 
Cnrlson saffl he had slowed 
down to turn off the highway on­
to the Kick Willy Road to Kaln- 
malka Lake and as he turned he 
wA struck from behind by a 
car driven by a teen-aged yobth.
Troops 
Pour Into Cyprus
NICOSIA (Reuters) — British 
troops poured into Cyprus today 
as the riot-torn island tensely 
awaited an announcement Tues­
day  on plans for its future.
RAF transport planes contin­
ued ,to airlift some 3,000 para­
troopers from Britain to bolster 
10,000 troops already trying to 
curb bloody clashes between the 
Greek and Turkish communities.
Governor Sir Hugh Foot today 
lifted an all-day curfew imposed 
on all main Cyprus towns Sunday 
to stem the violence.
In London, Prime Minister 
Macmillan held emergency talks 
with Colonial Secretary Alan 
Lennox-Boyd and Foreign Secrc 
tary Selwyn Lloyd on the Cyprus 
plan to be announced in the 
House of Commons Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. David Pauls and 
iheir 11-year-old daughter Dor­
othy, were found murdered last 
Wednesday In their East Fifty- 
Third home here. They had been 
khot am  ̂battered about the head. 
The murder weapons have hot 
been found.
Dot. Ralph Brown of the Bel­
lingham police department said 
investigating officers had noted 
the similarity between the mur­
der In their city and the Pauls’ 
slaying here.
Mrs. Tussing was ntacked' 
after taking her daughter to a 
baby-siting Job.
The youth from Mission, B.C,, 
35 miles cast of here, was ar­
rested in the neighborhood where 
the atack on Mrs, Tussing took 
place.
Ho was charged with molqst 
ing an 11-ycar-old girl, 
.Bellingham police said the 
youth told them ho came to.Bel­
lingham from Vancouver on Sat­
urday.
No Major Tax 
Cuts Forecast
OTTAWA (CP)-N o major tax 
cuts in the fields of personal or 
corporation lnc6me tax are ex 
pected .when Finance Minister 
Fleming presents the \ govern- 
ments’.s 1958-59 budget to Parlia­
ment Tue.sday night. •
The budget’s main cmphasl.s 
likely will bo on spending to 
.shore up the economy against the 
recession. ''
A record peacetime deficit of 
anywhere from 5600,000,000 to 
! 11,000,000,000' appeared in pros­
pect for the current year that 
ends next March 31. The previous 
peacetime high was one of $390,- 
342,580 on 1919-1920. The nll-tlmo 
high deficit was $2..5.58.277,125 In 
the war year of 1044-45.
Realization of a first class air­
port at Ellison with daily Cana­
dian Pacific Air Lines service 
appeared hearer today following 
release of a survey report last 
week^that -showed .Keleyma,^Ji<l 
Vernon' iocalions in about the 
same'light.
Mayor Parkinson announced 
this morning that a wire had 
been forwarded to Transport 
Minister George Hees asking him 
to include $400,000 in the federal 
budget which is due to be brought 
down tomorrow. This money 
would go towards paving a 5,000- 
foot run'Way at the Ellison field 
ANOTHER MEETING 
The mayor a}so disclosed that 
another meeting has been sought 
with Vernon in the hope that 
Vernon will lend its support to 
the development of the Ellison 
field as the major central Oka­
nagan , airport.
While the date of the intercity 
meeting has not yet been decid­
ed upon, i t , is expected to be 
some time this week.
If the $400,000 is not included 
in the budget, it will all but rule 
out Kelowna’s chances of having 
the runway paved this year.
CPA officials have reierated 
their intentions to supply a daily 
service with Convair
once the 5,000-foot runway is
payed. The service would be be­
tween -Vancouver and Calgary, 
with like stop at Castlegar as 
well as Kelowna.,
The mayor pointed out that sjich 
S e iS m X  AIRFIELD JPAte IQ
When the property was pur­
chased it was announced that 
warehousing facilities wiuld be 
erected and that, if conditions 
warranted, some finishing of the 
company’s products used in the 
Okanagan would be done here. 
FINISHING SLANT 
During recent years there has 
been a large swing-over to the 
use of corrugated fibre boxes 
rather than wooden containers 
by the fruit industry. Crown 
enjoys a substantial porportion 
of this market and it would 
appear reasonable to assume that 
Mr. Sinclair this afternoon will 
announce that the new local plant 
will include a box finishing plant, 
that the basic raw material, 
fibre sheets ( would be shipped in 
and the actual boxes cut and 
processed here.
If this should be the case, It Is 
obvious that some expert crafts­
men would be required which 
would mean new families for 
Kelowna, while at the sarhe time, 
undoubtedly, local help would 
also be required.
Crown Zellerbach is an Import­
ant supplier for the fruit Indus­
try. Its policy has always been 
to provide the industry with tl)e 
best possible service. It has 
played a major role in the de­
velopment of fibre box contain­
ers and its laboratories have 
spent much time and energy in
containers. Crown adopts th® 
reasonable position that what is 
good for the fruit industry Is 
good for the company and there* 
fore is anxious to provide th® 
Industry with its best service. 
STORE PRODUCTS HERE 
’This, presumably. Is the reason 
behind the new local develop­
ment. The warehousing facilities 
will enable the company (o store 
locally all the products which 
are used in the valley. These in­
clude not only paper supplies for 
the fruit industry but also news­
print and B wide range of paper 
products sold in grocery and drug 
stores, paper tissues, toilet paper, 
serviettes and such.
Beyond the warehousing ,th«N 
logical expansion would appear 
to be a box fabrication plant, and 
it is assumed that this is what 
Mr. Sinclair will announce this 
afternoon.
Such a plant here would en­
able the company to provide a 
better and faster service to its 
valley box clients. The sheets of 
fibre.board would be shipped in 
and fabricated here as nljuired 
and to the customer’s require­
ments.  ̂ ,
Such a plant, while not a heavy, 
employer of labor, should mean 
several new families for Kelow­
na and some local employment. 
It should be an important addi­
tion to the industrial and eco*
the development and testing of nomic life of the-city.
G ovi Budgeting For
Deficit
Tho Impact of the collision turn­
ed the Oyama car around, qnd it 
BlHKk a third car which wn« 
Mtamling at the tarn oft stop sign. 
All three chra were darndged.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . .  AND LOW
KAMLOOrS ..;v.............  »5




LONDOir (AP) ^  Most of the 
20,00() dock workers who.se month­
long strike Jeopardized London’s 
food 8up[>Ucs returned to' \york 
today on union orders.
A bnc|c-to-work vote was under 
way among 50,000 striking lx>n- 
don bus workers. It appeared 
likely ti|at the stoppage, now in 
Us seventh week, SvMild be over 
by Wcdne.sday or Tluirsdny.
Tlie deckers Vvalkcd off the Job 
ih sympathy with .a group of 
meat trucit driven who ore otill 
on an unofficial strike a t the 
Smlthflcld wholesale market. The 
drivers claim they should receive 
higher wages because a recent 
government edict raising truck




VANCOUVER (CP) — Bing 
Crosby has brushed aside the 
$100,000 kidnapping plot against 
his wife Kathy as the work of 
screwballs.
The crooner left here for Cali­
fornia Sunday night, travelling by 
car with band leader puil Harris 
and production m a n a g e r  Bill 
Morrow.
“Everything’s f i n  e,” said 
Crosby. " I’m not concerned at 
all.”
Bing has been in British Col­
umbia fishing. He was due back 
in Los Angeles last Thursday, but 
stayed on at a lake near Camp? 
bell River on Vancouver Island 
"I caught all I could handle,” 
he said. "But no big ones like last 
aircraft, year.” _______
Several hundred feet of the, munlcatlon between Kelowna
and McCulloch is difficult.
Lola Albright W ill 
Divorce Jack Carson
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Actress 
I,x)la Albright said today she 
plana nn immcdlnto divorce from 
Jack Chr.son.
"We have taken a year and a 
half to be sure there was no 
chanco tO go back together," she 
said.
CPR’s OCetUe Valley line near] 
McCulloch were torn up by a 
dynamite explosion sometime 
during the early morning hours.
RCMP from Kelowna a n d  
Greenwood detachments are in­
vestigating. McCulloch is 23 
miles southeast of here.
Police suspect it was the work 
of the Sons pf Freedom Doukho- 
bor sect who have been suspect­
ed of carrying out similar bomb­
ings in the Kootenays.
Damage was first discovered 
by a CPR section foreman at 8 
a.m. this morning. Few details 
are avallnblo ns telephone com-
BULLETIN
OTTAWA ' (f)P)-rArrlcultur® 
Minister liarkiiess aald toda^ 
he In awaiUnr a report on last 
year’s operationa before de­
ciding on a floor price for Brit­
ish Columbia fmita 'this year.
It is understood, however, the 




HALIFAX (CP) ~  A five-man 
naval court today found Capt. 
Dudley G. sKiifg, 48, of Wilson’s 
Landing, B.C.. not guilty of negli­
gently ^hazarding the destroyer 
Algonquin in a tWo-shlp crash off 
Bermuda last January.
The decision was handed down 
after the four-day court martial 
concluded Saturday. The collision 
with tife dcstroyter Nootka oc­
curred during mnnoeuvres. Dam­
age was slight.
Copt. King la commander of 
the First C^anndlan Escort Squad 
rpn composed of four ship: 
headed by the Algonquin. /
( For additional details, see 
page 10)
OTTAWA (CP)—DecUning rev­
enues and record peacetime 
spending in the 1957-58 fiscal 
year brought the federal treas­
ury a budget deficit of an esti­
mated $39,400,000 instead of an 
originally-forecast surplus.
This figure for the year ended 
last March 31—subject to a final 
accounting when the books are 
closed about mid-August—com­
pares with an estimate of a $152,- 
000,000 surpKis made by the 
former Liberal jgovernment in 
March, 1957, and a reduced sur­
plus of $80,000,000 estimated by 
the new Progressive Conserva­
tive government last December.
It was the first deficit in three 
years — following a $257,500,000 
surplus the previous year—and 
.the first time revenues had gone 
down since the recession year, of 
1954-55. , ,
SEE RECORD SPENDING
In a white paper tabled today 
in the Commons, Finance Minis­
ter Fleming showed budget rev­
enues of $5,047,100,000, compared 
wih the previous year’s $5,106,-
500.000, and ekpendlturcs of $5,-
086.500.000, compared with $4,-
849.000. 000,
The white paper was presented
In advance of Mr. Fleming’s 
first full-fledged budget, which 
ho will deliver to Parliament 
Tuesday night. In It, Mr. Flem­
ing Is expected to propose all- 





d elic a te  o p e r a t io n
Televise Heart Surgery
HALIFAX (CP)-An estimated 
100,000 persons S u n d a y ,  night 
wntcluxl a dvlieato operation per- 
foi'med on tlio heart of an olght- 
yoar-old girl. I t  was Cnnada's 
first live telecast from an operat­
ing room. !
Tim surgery was to correct 
condition I that usually b r i n g s  
denih before 35,
A hospitnt s|M>kc8man said the 
unnamed girl was In good cphdli 
tioh nnti would bo. idUoharged 
wUhia two weekf. ,
Tire operation was televised by 
the CBC’s local mrtict. CBHT-TV. 
Tlic sl.allon, reirorted 14 ' phone 
calls. Two complained nlxml the 
naturii of the program but ino.st 
others said: It ended too soon.
*1116 surgeon described the op- 
erntfon as he worked. Three doc­
tors discussed the girl's condl 
Jlon'and'questioned the surgeon 
through a special communication 
system.
Hie surgeon and his asslsianis, 
not aanacd, tied off a  connecUoQ
Manitobans 
Vote
WINNIIEG (CP) — The peo 
plo of Manitoba vote today In a 
general election with n choice 6f 
three parties each of which has 
nominated enough candidates to 
form‘a government if clectod.
The Liberal « Progressives 
socking n return to jpower, and 
the Progressive Gonscryntlvcs 
eahh have nominated enhdidotes 
in 56 of the 57 ridings. .The CCF 
!«■ contesting 43 scats. (
between two vital blood vessels 
near tlu* heart. Normally, the 
eomiecllon is blocked off iiatiir- 
nlly shortly after birth.
I ’lic girl’s ‘ parents waited in 
their daughter’s lu»plto1 room 
during the operation.
A spokesman for .the Canadlon 
Meriicat Association said fhe pro-
Enin was designed 'Ito allay t>ub* ; fear of surgery." * He said 
doctors hO|i>cd it would liclp 
shorten delay in seeking medical 
«dvic®. I
One Dead, Seven 
Hurt In Truck, 
Bus Collision
'BELLEVUE, Alla. (CP) ~  An 
elderly California woman is dead 
and seven other passengers in­
cluding two from Calgary, are 
in Ccowsncst municipal hospita 
as (he result of< a bus-truck ncci 
dent 214 milea cast of, here SuO' 
day morning.
Dead is Mrs. ElizabcUi Nalos, 
oged about 70, of JLong Beach, 
CaUL*. ,
OTTAWA (CP)-Highllghts 
of the federal government’s 
white paper tabled today in 
the Commons in advance of 
Tuesday's budget,
Budget 'deficit, for year 
ended March 31, 1058, esti­
mated at $39,4(10,000, com­
pared with 19SG-57 surplus of 
$257,500,000.
Budget revenues $5,04T,« 
100,000 c o m p a r e d  witb 
$5,100,500,000 In 1956-57.
Budget expenditures peace- 
, time r e c o r d ,  $5,086,500,000 
compared with 04,849,000,000 
In 1050-57.
Net debt Increases by $40,- 
(100,000; to $11,048,300,000 a t 
March 31. |
Personal income tax—larg­
est revenue .Itcm-rlncreascs 
by $99,000,000 to $1,4M.OOO,(KK) 
(not including old ogo secu­
rity  tox). y . I
‘ Corporation I n c o m e  tax 
drops $33,000,000 to $1,2351.- 
000,000 (hot including old n i^  
security tax), * | ‘
Old iige kecurlty fax col­
lections lotot
down .$7,000,000; nnd .f102,000,- 
OoO' short of 'YnCeUng poy  ̂
'mcnW*  ̂ ‘ y
> Beifencto kbol^thg, reM alhii' 
higbCKt Item . h t «iMXK)0,QOO.. 
compared  ̂witf); il,7^^,0()0.0^
, Personal InComo rises fo 
$23,142,000,000 from $Zl,05$,V 
000,000* , J
The
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Congratulations Due To Those 
A ctive  In Pandosy Restoration
Rev. Charles Pandosy, OMl, was a hum­
ble, impoverished Catholic missionary with 
a purpose. The sacrifices he made in fulfill-, 
ing his vocation and achieving his purpose 
are a matter of history now. But human na­
ture being what it is, we have been slow 
almost derelict—in our duty in giving due 
credit to the' “founder of the Okanagan” and 
certainly in preserving the last remaining 
vestiges of the coming of the white man to 
the Okanagan Valley.
That is why the Missionary Order of the 
.Oblalcs of Mary Immaculate, who are >n- 
tiraately connected with the earliest devclop- 
nicnt of the province, arc to be congratulated 
for instigating the long-hoped for steps that 
now have led to the restoration of the Father 
Pandosy Mission, the first permanent white 
settlement in the Okanagan. Especially to 
Most Rev. Fergus O’Grady, now Bishop of 
Prince Rupert, whose foresight led to the 
repurchase in 1954 of the 2yi-acrc site where 
original mission buildings were due to be 
burned as useless. i
The Daily Courier extends its Congratula­
tions also to the Okanagan Historical Society 
and especially the Kelowna Branch, for its 
perscverence in pressing for the reclaiming 
of the mission site as a monument of utmost 
historical significance to the entire valley, 
and to the Father Pandosy Council of the 
Knights of Columbus who undertook to re­
store the mission site on behalf of the Oblate 
Fathers. We hope the government will recog­
nize the historic value of the mission and 
will take the necessary action—providing the 
Oblate Fathers are willing—to make it an 
official historic park and thereby provide 
public funds for its further development as 
ar. outdoors museum and for its maintenance 
In this connection, the Knight of Colum 
bus, the Historical Society and the Mayor 
and Aldermen of the City of Kelowna arc 
to, be complimented for correcting the error 
in the spelling of Pandosy, an error that has 
existed longer than the City of Kelowna it­
self. This newspaper has been a strong sup­
porter for historical exactness and takes pride 
in its effort— as any good newspaper docs— 
in having all names, whether used in news 
or editorial content, spelled correctly.
While new signs identifying' the street 
named after the stoul-hearted Oblate mis­
sionary have been erected, we understand 
that official sanction still has not been con­
cluded and that the correction of the error 
could result in being more costly than at 
first expected. It is too late to back down now. 
The city should strive to get as good a break 
in costs as possible and then settle for that 
Continuation in error should not be tolerated 
It would be tantamount to consenting to 
the mistaken theory that two wrongs make a 
right
To Encourage W ater Safety
■ Last year more than 1,000 people drowned 
in Canada. That is not a very proud record 
for any nation. Those men, women and chil­
dren lost their lives simply because they, ne­
glected to 6bserve elementary rules of water 
safety.
Every' year the Canadian Red Cross re­
minds us of those rules and at first glance 
they seem so obvious and self-evident that 
we wonder why the Red Cross keeps issuing 
this material. That is the thought until we 
look at the record and compare a few sta­
tistics. j ,
Most of those tragedies happened because 
people didn’t think or never realized they 
were in nny danger. They were Toolhardy 
and ignored one or more of the simple pre­
cepts of safety in, on or near the water.
O H A W A  REPORT
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 
(Specially Written For The 
Kelowna Dally Courier)
OTTAWA—On Saturday, the 
Right Hon. John Diefonbaker wlU 
complete his first year as Prime 
Minister of Canada.
In the course of that year, he 
has asserted that he inherited, 
and did not create, the recession; 
that he will lead Canada out of 
the recession and up to The 
Vision at gieater heights than we 
have ever known before. By giv­
ing him the greatest electoral 
victory in our history'last March, 
the jury of the people of Canada 
have expressed their verdict that 
he has proved his case.
'  In the course of that year also, 
he has moulded a dynamic and 
far-sighted Cabinet, whose blue­
prints are being actively Impl- 
mented by the hardest-working 




This year the Canadian Red Cross Society 
is asking us to draw the attention of readers 
to National Water Safety Week, June 15-21. 
Tl)is we are happy to do, and it is hopec 
that our words of warning may awaken some 
thought and save lives in this community.
It will take more than a water safety week 
to cut down our annual drbwning toll but 
a mutual effort may produce results. Every 
citizen has a responsibility in this problem of 
swimming and boating accidents. We have 
a responsibility for our children, the passen­
gers in our boats and those who use our lakes, 
rivers and streams for healthful, happy recre­
ation. . , • u
Everyone should become acquainted with
the Red Cross rules of water safety. The 
time to do it is now!
English-Speaking M ontreal 
Residents A re "D ifferent"
EDMONTON (CP)—In Mont­
real, most English-speaking resi­
dents prefer apartments with 
living-rooms, halls, and a jani­
tor. They usually shun flats with 
parlors, hallways, and a care­
taker. •
They also prefer napkins in­
stead of the serviettes used in 
southern Ontario, and in nine 
cases out of 10 will say tap—not 
faucet. They choose suspenders 
instead of Ontario’s braces, and 
kerosene rather than Ontario 
coal oil.





B y  JAMES DIACLOW
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
most far-reaching effect of Prime 
Minister Macmillan’s talks with 
President Elsenhower may be a 
change .in the U S. attitude to­
ward dealing with Red China.
The Impression left by the 
three-day talks was that of two 
old friends nodding “yes. sir’’ to 
each other on everything.
Ttiey showed • no sign of dis­
agreement on anything. At the 
same titne they didn’t appear to 
have solved anything, either. But 
the meeting hadn’t been billed as 
a  world-shaker. ' „ ,  ,
It was one of those things in 
which one man may have been 
a  real influence on the other. In 
this case Macmillan perhaps in­
fluenced Eisenhower’s thinking 
on Red China. . , .
■ That might explain the start­
ling way in which State Secre- 
tacy Dulles—after Macmillan had 
been here only one 
dcnly said Red China should be 
Included V» arrangement to 
police a ban on nuclear testing 
to prevent ch’entirig.
Almost a year ago the prime 
ministers of 10 Commonwealth 
countries m e e t i n g  in London 
urged that Red I China, as a . p<v 
tential nuclear power, bo asked 
to join ih any disarmament 
agreement ox any ngreemont on 
ending nuclear tests. '
But the O.S. government—the 
administration and Congress- 
not only refuses to rccopdze the 
, Red Cnilncsef govemtnent but ov^
» poses Us membership in the 
United Nations. .  «  .
This non-recognition of 
China lies behind Ei.sonhowcr a 
omisalon-^lrt his corrcsvwndenec 
with Rusait^h Premier Khrush
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i ^ i h s r  w r S.monthsi
chev about ending nuclear tests 
—of any mention of Red China 
as an interested party.
But within about an hour of 
Eiseniiower’s l a t e s t  note to 
Khrushchev being made public, 
Dulles' was telling a press con­
ference that to make a ban on 
nuclear testing effective, inspec­
tion posts would have to be set 
up in Red China.
So. while that had been the 
Bribsh position for a year, it 
didn’t become the American posi­
tion until Macmillan visited the 
White House. And . Macmillan
said Wednesday R e d  China 
should be included in any agree­
ment on banning nuclear tests.
,  Before Red China agreed to in­
spection posts inside her borders, 
she might insist on admittance 
to the UN. That would require 
American recognition of the Red 
Regime. '
The Dulles - Macmillan state­
ments bn Red China may be the 
opening of the first dopr to let­
ting her into the UN and giving 
her the international recognition 
she wants.
10 YEARS AGO 
June, 194S
First severe electrical storm of 
the season .struck the city about 
5:30 p.m. Tuesday and brought 
with it a deluge of rain that left 
pools of water on level spots 
everywhere. During the height of 
the half-hour storm a lightning 
bolt struck the West Kootenay 
Power line in Glenmore, leaving 
the city and rural areas without 
lights for about five minutes.
English, rather than British Eng 
lish, is revealed in a survey 
made by Donald E. Hamilton of 
L« College Militaire Royal at 
St. Jean. Que. He outlined his 
findings ’Thursday, in a paper to 
the Canadian Linguistic Associa­
tion’s meeting hfere.
The survey included 118 in­
formants in the main - English- 
speaking areas of Montreal. Most 
of the informants, wh(\ were 
asked to complete questionnaires, 
were between the ages of 16 and 
25. Social positions were not con­
sidered.
In some cases, British terms 
were preferred. At least two- 
thirds of the informants indicated 
they would use a deck of cac^ ,
stead of jug; bug rather than in 
sect; pail more often than 
bucket; and blinds, not shades.
In addition, the Montrealers 
preferred—but by a smaller mar­
gin—the British terms biscuit 
and oddjobs, rather than cookie 
and chores, the American equiv­
alents.
Earlier surveys showed that in 
Ontario, the informants there 
strongly favored chesterfields, 
rather than sofas or couches. 
Chesterfield also was preferred 
in Montreal, but not to such an 
extent. Mr. Hamilton noted that 
alttiough “ chesterfield” origin­
ated in Britain, it is not often 
used there now, and is virtually 
unknown in the U.S.
ended with a State Dinner and 
reception at Government House.
While other dignitaries were 
able to sleep off their late night, 
our Prime Minister wau up and 
airborne by 7 .a.m. next day. He 
flew to Toronto to attend a break-^’f '  
fast gathering at the National 
Zionist Convention, yet was back 
in Ottawa in time to host tho 
German President at lunch. ’Then 
followed a long nftemopn of rou­
tine Prime Ministerial chores 
until it was time to b e , driven x  
home by Gordon, in his Tor>* ^  
blue Buick, to 'his official resi­
dence just one mile from his of­
fice, to prepare ofr a dinner and 
reception given by Germany’s 
President at the Country Qub.
After a full but less starry 
Wednesday, Mr. Diefenbaker's 
first ’Thursday appointment was v 
with Senator “Bill” Brunt, dep-  ̂
'inluty Government Leader In the 
1 Senate, at 8:45 a.m. He ended
What nSSSlr ol Titan U thU ^
K  d lL “  S K  o! tha C n a d iu .
puts work before relaxaUon.
has set such a cracking pace that Hvering a speech of major Im- 
enthusiastic civil servants nre portance which he personally had 
panting to keep pace with him? p repar^  during the two previous 
Is he a cat-napper, that he can days—but »when. 
start his day’s work before 6 a.m. CON’TINUOUS VARIETY 
or work a full day after three Thursday and Friday saw hlm,,^ 
hours of night sleep? Is he a presiding over Cabinet meetings,' " 
refrigerator-raider, that he can while sittings of Parliament and 
consume memoranda instead of the daily work went on as usual, 
meat at his dinner hour? Is he but Interspersed by two examples 
a man of iron, that he never of those unusual appointments 
needs to take a drink or smoke which are usual to the Prime 
a cigarette to strengthen his Ujintster. He laid a wreath at the 
nerves? statue of Sir John A. Macdonald
Yes, he Is all these. But Is he qu June 6, the anniversary of the 
expendable? Or is his leadership Ujeatb of our first Prime Minis- 
so essential to the country at this Ugj.. ^^d he posed for photo- 
Ume that he should not dissipate g^phs all the •delighted little
his strength and perhaps ms leavers who serve as diminutive 
health on haphazard butterfly pgggg Parliament, 
flutterings hither and yon around ifbe weekend, enjoyed as a 
the North American continent? period of rest and fun for other 
Last week he was very busy, L-g^gdians, was a time of office 
with the visit by Britain s Pnm e U gg usual for our P.M. Fln- 
Minlster Harold Macmillan high- Ljj Sunday nfternon and •five- 
lighting the Ottawa ^week. Bm Llng, he flow nearly 1,000 miles 
that was not an exceptional week. enable him to deliver the Com- 
Consider for example the mencement Address and receive , j
vlous week. ____. an honorary, degree at a small
It commenced with American college,
visit by the PresWent of Western ^  ^our working week was
Germany, Dr. 'D ie^or Heuss.l unusual. I have seen nothing
Mr. Diefenbaker s Monday ‘U* jibe R in Ottawa before, and 
eluded welcoming doubt that It should continue. ,
Parliament; private talks ^ t h L U : -------------^
him, with German Foreign Min- T nA V PiiFB q J '
ister Dr. von Brentano. and with BIG TRAVELLERS /
Ceylon’s Finance Minister. As Antarctic whales move thou- 
on every other day of the week, sands of miles each year to 
he also attended the usual after-breeding a r e a s  In tropical
noon and evening sittings of Par- waters^_________ ________^
liament as much as possible; ~~
read his maU; dictated and slgn-j GASPE MOUNTAIN 
ed replies; studied State Papers] Tabletop m o u n t a i n  inu iClJllCO, - - r __  ________ _____________  Bie
and reports from our network of Gaspe district of Quebec reaches 
embassies abroad; and received 4,350 feet, 
private visits from Cabinet col­
leagues, M.Ps. and senior offici 
cils
Monday Included a reception
COASTAL RIVER
The Skeena River of British 
Columbia flows 325 miles to itsxvxvjiiua/ X11X.XUVAWV* « ... .. . .  ----  — ---
for the German President, ^nd outlet near Prince Rupert,
Has 
m alic
OTTAWA (CP) — There is a 
new, youthful look along the cap­
ital’s diplomatic .row.
A' shapely, 24-yqar-old redhead 
from Cuba, Mercedes Mcnclo, 
raises her own eyebrows when 
.she finds people ’ surprised to 
learn that she holds a vice-con­
sul's post at the, Cuban embassy.
"It’.s quite usual for young 
women to join the diplomatic 
corps of our country,” she told 
a reporter.
Just graduated Irom a three- 
year, course for dlplomat.s at tho 
University of Havana, she is on 
her first pqstlng.
Miss Mcnclo, daughter of 
Havana businessman, was ac­
companied to Ottawa, by her 
mother. “With tier here, 1 haven’t 
got time to get homesick," sho 
said.  ̂ \
She describes her position as 
“a sort of .secretary” to the am­
bassador. . .
Miss Mcnclo also acts as an 
information liaison between Cuba 
and Canada, sending home Infor 
motion about people and places 
of Intprcst to Cubans.
Her spare time Interests in 
, elude art and mu.sic, but she says 
, “my work is my chief interest.”
— I--------- — ------------------- -̂-------
A total of $22,000 has so far 
been collected, in Kelowna and 
district for the B.C. Flood Emer­
gency Fund, the executive com­
mittee of the campaign reported. |
20 YEARS AGO 
June. 1938
Kelowna was represented In] 
the British Empire Games at 
Sydney, Australia, by Jim Panton. |
30 YEARS AGO 
June, 1928 
A bylaw will shortly be sub­
mitted to the voters asking for 
hospital improvements' and addi­
tions. The provincial government! 
has promised a grant of $25,000.
40 YEARS AGO 
June, 1918
The Bishop of Kootenay visited 
the parish on Sunday- and dedi­
cated'two war memorial tablets. 
The unveiling was performed by 
Capt. W. R. Barlee. The tablets 
were in memory of Pte. Roland 
Barlee ahd' Alfred Vincent Beg-j 





An elderly woman Is ’'pro­
gressing favorably” after an oper­
ation for a broken hip. Come­
backs are riot limited to the 
younger generation.
Indication of throe places that 
a lot of people dislike la a con- 
tomiwrary’a remark that a per­
fect bore, Is one who was born In 
Texas, attended the University 
of Toronto and now lives in Wln- 
nl|)Cg. ‘
Canadians are advised to si>cnd 
nortey to make employment and 
save it to avoid Inflation. That 
way. it seems, we’ll pay more 
welfare and reduce our taxes.. * . . » v' ■' t , ' '
A CPR dloscl engine set a new 
record when li P'.Hcd d string of 
1.̂ 7’ freight cars a mile and a 
half long through Yorkton, Sas- 
iuttchewan. But tho real sight was 
thq Uncup of motor vehicles at 
the r.ailwny crossing. '
COlgary, wherd ordinary apple 
trees are hard to grow, la inro- 
jwsing tn plkn crab-apple trcca 
on tho rcsldcntlnr Btrecth. Thci 
sniall hOys will’ doubtless, rejolco 
—and. later, Buffer.
Canada under. Prime Minister
to be facing the strange pheno- 
n.cnon' , of , simultaneous Irlgh 
prices and recession with equa­
nimity. The hchlthicat feature is 
that workers hre showng more 
interest in getting nnd holding 
jobs, , i  , :
Between the children nnd tho 
dogs, mothoifs when Iho weather 
Is wot begin to wonder If there'll 
bd nny mud loft for gardening.
60 YEARS AGO 
- June, 1908 
It Is somewtiat startling, to 
hear of highway robbei:y in this 
generally law-abiding countiy, 
but a crime of this nature was 
committed on Tuesday night. A 
farmer named Jnsi ,McQunrrle 
was driving out of Vernon'and 
he overtook a man about two 
miles out of town who asked him 
for a lift, .which was jrendily 
grnntccjl, After about two miles 
additional had been trnvoUed the 
man struck McQunrrlc a tre­
mendous blow on, the head, ren­
dering him senseless,, and after 
robbing him of $50, mndis his 




Now the scientists have rovised 
Ujo world’s age to two million 
years. Arid, after all that time to 
improve,, Just look at what wo 
hu'( '̂.
An Intcbplanctnry clock Is rc- 
(xtrted to be showing tho working 
day on ftilnrs to be 12 minutes 
bhorter tbiE(n. U)at on earth. Bpt 
why 'wotry—when Ho gots around 
to it, John Dicfenbnkcr wUI Hk 
it. • '• ■ '
\*
p ii. till'd
per6' nUMlithSf' *3-75 Wr ' ,  iTiomu i  u.™.., ..........................
Wl«»: pricc  ̂ i  tia ix  Dlcfcnbakcr'a ilcAdershtri appear*
Company Reports 
Loss Due, To Sales 
Drop And Strike
VANCOUVER (ciP)-A strlkd 
Jn tho hcrilng fleet rind a d«  ̂
crease of canned salmon salos 
for ex|)ort resulted in a  8181.714 
net los.s for the' fiscal year ended 
March 31. British C o l u m b i a  
packers Ltd. reported.
Tho loss, the first In five .venra, 
came after ri drop of 8.5 per 
cent in royenue, to $47,681,584. 
the* company'# annual report 
said. Net profit the nrcvlous fln- 
calj year wai $577,
It’s a happy chlld-paront or 
chlld-lencher reintlontmlp' wlicn 
netther is afraid of the other.
An Indiana youth, misled by a 
cowra apyrarentty soft and flabby, 
(ountcimncc, punclicd it on the 
nosc-rund landed in • hospital. 
You never canttclU .
BIBLE BRIEF
Labor'not.'lor tho meat, that 
perisheth. John 9)27. '
.i.Tho, kecrioat. hMslne.s« man we 
cyer knew.' told on his death 
bed he had spent dda life collcqt 
Ing oshes, ' '
Cor long oa o block? Or small enough lb fit the 
garago I Makes no difierence. Shell has the right 
gasoline jfor you. : <
For high ooropresBion cars, choose Sup< r̂ Shell, 
Ik>r all other cars» choose low cost, high octane 
Shell Gasoline. B<>th Super Shell and Shell 
GosoHne have TC P^. . .  the‘patented additive 
designed to overcome the harmful effects of 
engine deposits. '
*SheU’» TYadt Mark for thh unfqwiga$6Un9 oddiUvt 
devtloped by Skill /rcrmacA, Patmtid 1966
Sopor SAoff to r  fitffh com p rossfon  cora~*Sbo|l O osolInO  for o il othor tar$
TIIE DAILT COCBIEB 9  
MON.. JUNE II. 1IS8 ^
Op^ra Star 
M X . Of BX. 
Centurama
First taught to sing from his 
grandfather’s collection of Caru­
so's recordings, Italian opera 
baritone Pietro Altomari, known 
as Bruce Yarnell in his new home 
base of Los Angeles, is now in 
B.C. ns the 6’5” singing mastcr- 
of-cerempnies of the B.C. Centu­
rama, official B.C, Centennial 
two-hour show featuring stage, 
water and aerial trapeze acts 
which plays at Memorial Arena 
tomorrow and Wednesday.
Bruce’s B.C. appearance in the 
giant show brings him a long way 
from his first professional per­
formance at La Scala several 
years ago. At 23 he brings to 
Canada a fistful of rave reviews 
earned during his numerous U.S. 
appearances as an amazingly ver­
satile baritone and a dashing MC 
who really wows the ladies.
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
ADVANTAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
Ellison A irfio ld 's  
As G ood As LA
VERNON: Vernon city council based on technical data in the 
met in committee to discuss a (hands of the department of trans-
SOLEMN HIGH MASS OUTDOORS HIGHLIGHT OF RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES
Rcdcdication ceremonies at 
restored Father Pando.sy Mis­
sion had just begun when this 
picture was taken. Priests at 
foot of altar are deft to right >; 
Rev. James Mulvihill, OMI, 
Kamloops, sub-deacon; Very
Rev. Joseph Birch, OMI, as- 
sisant general of order from 
Rome, celebrant, and Rev. 
John Hennessy, OMI, Vancou­
ver, deacon. Indian acolytes 
from Kamloops Indian school 
are on extreme corners of out­
doors altar. At left, standing at 
covered prie-dicu (kneeling) is 
Most Rev. T. J. McCarthy, 
D.D., Bishop of Nelson, flank­
ed by Rt. Rev. W. B. McKen­
zie, D.P.. Kelowna parish priest 
(on Bishop’s right*, and Rev.
F. L. Flynn, parish priest of 
Rutland. Portion of restored 
well, with old oaken bucket, 
can be seen at extreme left. 
(Courier staff photo — prints 
available).
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY




* By ALBERT DENEGRIE
Daily Courier Staff Writer
Okanagan timepieces momen­
tarily were turned back nearly 
100 years Sunday in ceremonies 
■ and addresses marking the offi- 
 ̂cial rededication of the first per­
manent white settlement in the 
vaUey.
The ancient, picturesque and 
memory-jogging site of the Im 
maculate Conception Mission that 
was established by Father Char­
les Pandosy, OMI, in 1859. and 
where Okanagan recorded history 
had its humble beginnings, lived 
anew Sunday as it was restored 
to its rightful eminence.
Three still-sturdy _ buildings — 
two of which date back to 1860— 
which have been sUent wdtnesses 
to a tremendous growth, 3hd. de­
velopment in the Okanagan have 
just seen (and been seen by) the 
largest crowd in their watchful 
history.
An estiniated 1500 persons were 
on hand—some coming from dis­
tant points in the province--to 
feel the magnitude of the signifi­
cance the mission site bears in 
relation to the history of the 
transformation of British Colum­
bia from its earUest explorations 
by ̂ he white man.
Cars were lined up for nearly 
a quarter of a mUe, fanning out 
In three directions from the site 
three miles southeast of the city. 
The weatherman was in a benign 
mood—almost too generous—as 
k^sunshine and welcoming partial 
cloudiness prevailed during the 
two-hour cornbined religious and 
civil ceremonies. (See story of 
addresses during civil section 
elsewhere in this issue.) 
TRIBUTE TO OBLATES 
Most Rev. T. J. McCarthy, 
D.D., BImop of Nelson, sounded 
the keynote, when he said: “We 
pause to consider our heritage 
and the toil and labor” of those 
who first brought Christianity to 
this valley nearly lOO years ego, 
Lauding the efforts and ac­
complishments of Father P»n- 
dosy and the Mi.ssionary Oblates 
of Mary Iminaculntc, Bishop Mc­
Carthy described them as "spirit­
ual frontiersmen". He recalled 
that it wos only 40 years after the 
Oblate order was founded in 
France, that Father Pandosy 
•tood cn the shore of Lake Oka­
nagan, coming to this valley 
"with the mandate of the apos­
tles." 7
Preaching the sermon ^during 
the solemn high mass outdoors. 
Bishop McCarthy told the hun­
dreds of listeners that the spirit­
ual values that Father Pandosy 
exhorted the inhabitants of the 
Okanagan to live by nearly a cen­
tury ago are the "only values 
worthwhile."
"As long a» time runs Its 
course, there must, and there 
will be apostles,” His Excellency 
•aid.
Celebrant of the mas was Very 
UBev. Joseph R. Birch, OMI. as­
sistant general of the order , in 
Rome, while Rev. John Hennessy, 
OMI. of St. Augustine’s Parish, 
Vancouver, was deacon, and 
Rev. James Mulvihill, OMI, in 
charge of the Oblates’ Indian 
residential school at Kamloops, 
was sub-deacon.
Father MulvihUl also was large­
ly responsible for direction of the 
restorative work, which actuaUy 
was done by the Father Pandosy 
Council, Knights of Columbus, 
Kelowna, on behalf of the Oblate 
Fathers.
A 40-voice choir from the In­
dian school at Kamloops and di­
rected by Rev. Sister Mary Hilda 
of the Sisters of St. Ann assisted. 
Many were the praises for this 
group of teen-agers who sang all 
the mass, and other hymns as 
weU, ■ without any musical 
companiment of any kind.
The altar was set against the 
west wall Of the original chapel 
that Father Pandosy erected. To 
the left (north) were seated 
Bishop McCarthy and his two 
Chaplins, Rt. Rev. W. B. Me 
Kenzie, D.P., Kelowna 
priest, and Rev; F. L.
Rutland parish priest.
OTHER c l e r g y m e n  
Behind the bishop were other 
members of the clergy: Rev. 
Paul Mohahan, OMI, recor of 
St. Augustine’s, Vancouver; Rev. 
W. J. Doherty, OMI,, Rev. Fran­
cis Quinlan, OMI, and Rev. W. J. 
CuUinan, OMI, all of Penticton; 
Rev. A. L. DeLestre, OMP, Oli­
ver, and formerly of Rutland; 
Rev, Anthony Meulenberg, Sum- 
merland; Rev. M. Guinan, Rut­
land, and Rev. P. McCarthy, 
Kelowna.
Behind the clergy were six 
members of the Sisters of Char­
ity of Halifax, from the Kelowna 
convent, and seven Sisters of St. 
Ann—three each from Vernon 
and Penticton, and one from 
Kamloops.
- -
the Sisters of St. Ann are observ­
ing their centennial this year 
along with the province of Brit­
ish Columbia, The restoration of 
the Father Pandosy Mission was 
one of three projects of the Ob­
late B’athcrs in this the hundredth 
anniversary of the coming of the 
OMis to what is now B.C.) 
FORMED CROSS 
To the left of tlje bishop and 
his chaplains were seated 14 
fourth degree Knights of Colum­
bus Who formed an honor guard 
for the bi.shop. The fourth degree 
Knights formed n cross at the 
foot of the altar and stood at at­
tention with swords raised during 
the elevation portion of the moss.
Before the mass began and 
after the ceremonies were con­
cluded, interested viewers went 
through the three remaining 
buildings at the mission* mar­
velling at the condition of the 
hand-hewed log structures, which 
the Knights of Columbus had 




report, contained in a letter from 
Stuart Fleming, M-P-. regarding 
the suggested airport on the L 
and A Ranch property, near Swan 
Lake.
Later, Mayor Frank Becker 
said that council will continue to 
press for the implementation of 
a resolution, asking for an inde­
pendent survey of the rcspectix'c 
merits of all Interior sites. He 
added that Vernon was rolling up 
a lot of support from neighboring 
communities in the North Okan­
agan.
City council will meet with the 
executive of Vernon Board of 
Trade as soon as possible, as 
the request for a survey was a 
joint decision of both the city 
and trade board.




The report sums up the advan­
tages of both Ellison Field and 
the L and A sites, and leaves to 
Vernon and Kelowna the task of 
deciding which development they 
will support.
TEXT OF REPORT
Text of the report from the hiin- 
istcr of transport follows:
(D. On the matter of alterna­
tive sites, it is our opinion that an 
airport suitable to handle larger 
aircraft can be developed, cither 
at the present Kelowna site, or 
at the Swan Lake site, north of 
Vernon. Runways of 5,000 feet can 
be constructed at either place, 
and from the preliminary data 
it would appear that extension 
to 8,000 feet would also bo i>os- 
sible. Due to the terrain, it ap-
Lumby Out In Force To Bid 
Farewell To Father O'Reilly
, , . . . , Smiling out from the bright
. VERNON — Miss Ma>'>ovie] stage lights, Bruce looks more
Also on view wore a piece of (North of the main office, Cana- ji^e an All-Americati quarterback
original flooring, pitch pine blocks 
which formed the original found­
ation for the chapel, and a plastic 
bust of Father Pandosy, made by 
Balthasar Bachmann of Glen- 
more.
Placed over the entrance to the 
chapel was an old colored holy 
picture of the' Immaculate Con­
ception, worded in French and 
Italian. This picture had been 
found in one , of the buildings, 
partly disintegrated with age.
The pieces were put together 
by Mrs. M. E. Wyrzykowski and 
Mrs. J . Mojeski and the restored 
picture was suitably framed.
Seven hundred square-headed 
nails used by Father Pandosy 
and his corworkers to put shakes 
on the roof qf one of the bufldr 
ingy^hat was- torn down were 
distributed to the crowd as sou­
venirs.
EARLY TROLLEY
The first electric street railway 
in the United States opened at 
Baltimore, Md., in 1885.
dian National Institute lor me 
Blind. Vancouver, and her class 
of nine men and women from 
Vernon and district who are with­
out sight, were honored last 
week at a luncheon in Vernon 
Tinited Church hall. Included in 
the class were two individuals 
from Enderby and one from 
Lumby, with the remainder from 
Vernon and area.
They had received instruction 
during the week from Miss North 
in leathercraft, weaving a n d  
odEKetry and in making Mohair 
flowers and in typewriting.
Host group -for the luncheon 
wa« Vernon branch, CNIB of 
which Mrs. T. W. F. McNair is 
chairman.
Plans are being made for sight: 
less persons from Vernon, Arm­
strong, Enderby and Kelowna to 
unite at a picnic later this sum­
mer in Poison Park.
The annual campaign for funds 
for the work of CNIB will be 
held in Vernon and district from 
Sept. 23 to Oct. 4.
than an opera singer. He has ap­
peared most recently in South 
Pacific and Ĵ n̂nie Get Your Gun 
— both with Mary Martin. His 
most recent big hits were Mare- 
chiare and the Toreador song 
from Carmen, which packed the 
Dunes Hotel at Las Vegas for 
four weeks. He flew directly to 
Vancouver from Las Vegas.
After the tour with B.C. Centu­
rama, Bruce will go to New York 
where he plans to do a review 
with Bea Lillie and Cyril Ritch- 





NEWLY-FORMED FRUIT ASS'N '  
CLAIMS MEMBERSHIP OF 200
VERNON—Local officials of the Canadian Fruit 
Growers’ Association have advised that, following the 
formation of the Vernon local two weeks ago, the mem­
bership has now risen to 32 orchardists. Chairman is 
William Basaraba, and secretary is David Seales. The 
grpup was to hold a general meeting in Penticton during 
the weekend to draw up a constitution, to be followed by 
a convention in July, when the constitution will be rati­
fied.
The association claims to have a membership of 
more than 200 throughout the province.
SOUTH KELOWNA — At the 
recent meting of South Kelowna 
Parent-Teacher Association, Mrs 
Peter Stirling was elected presi­
dent for the 1958-59 term, succe­
eding Mrs. N. C. Taylor. The 
vice-president again is Mrs. Clar­
ence Murrell, while Mrs. Gordon 
Dillon succeeds Mrs. Stirling as 
secretary.
Other offices filled are: trea­
surer, Mrs. John Blaskovits; so­
cial convener, Mrs. Nbrbert Sed- 
don; and Mrs. Louis Francis; re­
creation, Louis Francis and Paul 
Waters; program, Mrs. N.' C. 
Taylor; membership, Mrs. Ho­
ward Beairsto; world under­
standing, Mrs. F. Verkerk.
The first meeting of the new 
season is expected to be held in 
November, 1958.
LUMBY; A .surprise farewell 
meeting was held in the Roman 
Catholic Parish Hall on the occa­
sion of Rev. M. O’Reilly being 
transferred from Lumby to Fruit- 
vale.
A meeting of the Catholic Wo­
men’s League was being held at 
which Father O’Reilly was pres­
ent. As the meeting finished a 
crowd was waiting outside to 
get in. At the back door the high 
school band was also waiting to 
gain entrance.
The. hall soon was filled to its 
capacity with representatives of 
all community organizations, the 
different churches, and the pub­
lic. G. Dickson, principal of the 
high school presided. The pro­
ceedings were opened by selec­
tions by the high school band. 
Then followed a comedy fashion 
show put on by men dressed as 
women. After some community 
singing a buffet supper was ser­
ved by the C.W.L.
Mr. Dickson spoke ■ of the pur­
pose of the meeting then called 
upon N. R. Pat Duke, chairman 
of the village commission, to 
speak. He paid a high tribute to 
the work of Father O’Reilly in 
the community, and with deep 
feeling said he was a fine Chris­
tian. ' ■
The next called up to speak was 
Rev. Charles E. Motte of the 
United Church of Canada who 
said it was an honor to join with 
our Roman Catholic friends, the 
representatives of other churches, 
and the community in paying 
tribute to Father O’Reilly.
His removal, he said,, is a blow 
to the,community. He noted how 
Father O’Reilly had taken a live­
ly interest in its welfare and was 
the friend of all the people, irre­
spective of religious or social 
standing. To know F a t h e r  
O’Reilly was to love him.
In speaking of him as a priest, 
Mr. Motte drew attention to the 
outstanding highlight of the Eu­
charist Congress held a year ago 
which was an epochal event in 
the life of the congregation. He 
drew attention to the renovations
in the church, including the new 
altar, which is a work of art and 
beauty, reflecting its purpose and 
meaning.
NEVER FORGET HIM
Mr. Motte, addressing Father 
O’Reilly, said he would continue 
to live in the hearts of the people. 
Words could not express their 
sorrow at losing him. but he 
assured him that in the GLz years 
he had been in Lumby that they 
had been placed in the position 
where they could thank God for 
him.
Presentations were madc^ to 
Father O’Reilly by: The Catholic 
Women’s League, Holy Name 
(men’s) Society, the Boy Scouts, 
the Retarded Children’s Society 
and the Community. A presenta­
tion from the Lions Club is to be 
made later.
In reply Father O’Reilly said it 
was hard to say goodbye. His first 
duty was to his church but he 
recognized that all are citizens 
of the community and heirs to 
a future life. It was this attitude 
which attracted him to all the 
people. He said he was most 
grateful for all the community 
meant to him.
He specially thanked his con­
gregation for their co-operation 
and help. They had done a lot in 
fixing up the church, providing 
the new altar and the recondi­
tioning of the Parish Hall, Father 
O’Reilly said.
In closing he said: “My deepest 
gratitude goes out to all the 
people of Lumby for their unity of 
purpose and goodwill.’’
cross-runways would be jwsslbU 
at either site.
(2». Providing suitable aids to 
navigation are iiustalled it would 
appear also that either site can 
be developed for instrument flight 
operations. There are slight var­
iations between the limits which 
would ap|)ly for instrument use 
at each of the sites, but thesa 
are not material.
(3). 1 could not give any esti- 
niate of cost of construction, but 
it would not appear that this 
would vary materially as be­
tween the two sites in terms of 
unit costs. It is relevant, how­
ever. tliat Kelowna i.s ay.'ady 
partially developed with addition­
al land available; whearcas at 
Vernon no land has been-acquir­
ed. and no development work has 
taken place.
(4*. The Vernon site has soma 
advantages in terms of our pres­
ent airways location, in that it 
is virtually on the direct airway 
rout from Vancouver to Edmon­
ton, and would fit in with the 
present airways system plan­
ning. The Kelowna site is slightly 
off the direct airw'ay, but this is 
not a handicap to our airway de­
velopment, and the Kelowna site 
could be worked into our airway*' 
pattern."
SOUTH KELOWNA
Mrs. Fritz Verkerk is homo 
from the Kelowna hospital with 
her new baby son Robert. vThey 
are both very well.
A well-attended and success­
ful bridal shower, honoring Miss 
Shirley Hardy, elder daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hardy, was 
held June 11, at the Community 
Hall, when the bride-to-be receiv­
ed many attractive and useful 
gifts. Refreshments were serv­
ed.
VIRTUE REWARDED
PRESTON. Ont. (CP)—Karen 
Manley, 12, was awarded a gold 
pin for completing four years of 
perfect attendance at Explorer 
group meetings of the United 
Church.
SOARING HIGH
LASHAM, Eng. (CP)-Brenda 
Horsefiold, 30-year-old television 
producer, became the first Brit­
ish woman glider pilot to climb 
to 11,600 feet in a flight over this 
Hampshire village.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crashed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 SUrllng Place
Watch for Our Weekend
RED HOT SPECIALS
Every Thursday in the Courier
S &  S T V
CENTRE AND APPLIANCES 
441 Bernard Phone 2049
Want cash to fix up your home ? 
Just call N IA G AR A  on the phonel
lo rg u l A ll-C anndlon Loon Company
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KELOWNA, B.C.
Branches throuhgout British Columbia
Two-Thirds Hospital Patients 
From Rural Areas, W l LeWns
McLnughlin. the delegate, who 
was unable to attend the local 
meeting duo to having to leave a 
day or two previously for Alber­
ta.
CONTINUE MEETINGS 
The ilricmiMjrB decided to con­
tinue U)o Regular monthly mcft- 
Inga during the Riimmer. Mrs. F. 
Oslund was chosen c5»nvcncr of 
the Ilowcr show commitec, with 
Mrs. H. Whtltaker in charge of 
the afternoon teas, Mrs.-M. Lch- 
ner in charge of fancy work sale 
and Mrs. Fozan looking after the 
home cooking.
'The meeting also decided to 
h av e ' the Rutland ward at the 
hospital re-decorated, at a cost 
of WO, Tliey also decided to turn 
over all the net proceed* from 
the sale of afternoon.lens on cen­
tennial day to the centennial 
committee. At (ho close of the 
j meeting, afternoon tea wa* scrv' 
1 ed by Mrs, P. Itenno.
RUTLAND-Rutland Women’s 
Institute held the regular mon­
thly meeting In the fire, hall an­
nex Thursday. The speaker for 
the occasion was Mrs. Agnes 
Cormack of the Kelowna ho.snl- 
tal board, who spoke on the fin­
ancial problems of the hospital, 
^A d told the meeting that ^  per 
^ t . of the patients received 
were from rural areas.
'The old annex building will 
have lo bo replaced, she said, 
and there is a waiting' list of 10 
to 20 people each day wanting 
hospitaliinUoln. Mrs. Cormack 
praised the staff of nurses'and 
dtMtors, and also the members 
of' Ihc hospital l>onr<l, many, of 
whom gave a great deal of time 
|lo  the work en a voluntary basis. 
Mrs. D. V. Neal read the rc-
,,orl of the local ......  ’ ' , ■
iccent Women’s Inktltuie con' 
fventlon at Vancouver, she iv- 
Ipori had been prepared by Mrs.
SPORTIIGHT
M eraw  Dream To Conquer 
Could Be News 'N atural'
By GEORGE INGUS
iCvorltr Spurts Editsr)
Ann Mundigcl Meraw feels certain she will conquer the 
39 miles of blue Lake Okanagan that separates Kelowna from 
Penticton.
If this dauntless housewife from Vancouver is able to 
achieve her desire, she will have made herself a titan in the 
eyes of the off-beat little group to whom such actions spell the j 
height of achievement—and she will have made herself a | 
world record breaker to the unititiated, to whom ev'^n the 
ability to take a longer, colder bath is an achievement.
Without a doubt, when Mrs. Meraw says she will swim 
the lake this year, she speaks with an authority that no one 
can flout, since she has proven herself to be on more intimate 
acquaintance with the unconquered blue stretch than anyone 
in the world.
.On two occasions, this slip of a housewife with the quiet 
voice and engaging lisp has cased herself into the frigid waters 
with the idea of swimming the length between the cities. By 
actual computation, she swam 42 miles the first time, further 
than the distance required for the jaunt. Jhc second time she 
was only clexrked at a scant 39 miles.
The miles she has swum in the Okanagan during her 
training periods, if laid end to end, would probably be the 
cquivafent to a journey down the St. Lawrence Waterway, 
from beginning to end. Aside from some tug boat captains 
and former lake navigators, whose J^usincss it is to know the 
fickle variances and nuances of the blue lady, she knows the 
waters more intimately than any person afloat.
Knowing all she docs about the treacherous gal, Ann 
Mundigcl Meraw is still in love with her, and determined to 
have a firm friendship with her, provided Ann Meraw can 
have the last word.
Somehow, we think she can do it, too.
AN ADDED ATTRACTION
This year, Mrs. Meraw plans to slip into the lake in July, 
Instead of August, somewhere around the time-of the bridge 
opening—and Her Royal Highness, Princess Margaret’sjvisit 
to Kelowna.
Maybe her departure will be overshadowed by the visit 
of the princess to the city, and the new-found thrill of traffic 
pouring over the Lake Okanagan’s new bridge, but as her 
progress increases the eyes of the country will swing over to 
follow her watery attempt at a new world record.
Unfortunately, the people of the prpvince, particularly the 
•interior, do not thrill to the trials of such a venture as they 
do in eastern Canada, or else Mrs. Meraw’s third attempt to 
do the hitherto impossible would receive some prominence 
as a centennial gesture worthy of top billing. In eastern Canada, 
a young gal received world-wide acclaim and a bundle of cash 
that will take care of her rheumatics for the next 90 years— 
for doing less.
There is a strong possibility that Mrs. Meraw will also 
receive a bundle of eastern cash and acclaim, too, if she makes 
the trip in its entirety. Then the centennial-celebrating prov 
ince may find it has had its thunder stolen.
When Mrs. Meraw made the swim for Penticton last 
year, she had something like $50,000 of impromptu eastern 
money tiding on her water-sprqyed nose, put up by a couple 
of large daily newspapers, according to report. In B.C., the 
newspapers had chosen to class her with Berf Thomas, the 
ponderous Tacoma logger—̂ something to be borne, but not 
too seriously.
What none of us realized was how close she came to 
making it;
BOLT BELIES FIERY REP, 
WINS U.S. OP^N IN  BREEZE
Veteran Tommy Bolt proved that life can begin at 
40 on Saturday, when he cruised smoothly through the 
sweltering heat at Tulsa’s Southern Hills golf course to 
take his first U.S. Open golf crown in 12 years as a pro.
Just a shade under 40. Bolt finally learned the lesson 
of tranquillity and ambled through with a 71-71-69-72-283, 
tfree strokes over par. nosing out South Africa’s brilliant 
young Gary Player by four strokes.
The former snarling, club-throwing fire-eater played 
the gruelling final round through 100-degree heat with 
a calmness that is new to the aging pro.
H ot
Coach Hank Tostenson's slug- Orioles added at least one per
Souped-Up Tigers 
Spank The Yanks
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American Lcacne
W L Pet. GBL 
New York 35 19 .648 —
Boston 30 28 .517 7
Kansas City 28 27 .509 7«̂
Cleveland 29 30. .492 8«/i
Detroit • 27 29 .48  ̂ 9
Washington 26 31 .456 lOti
Chicago 25 30 .455 1014
Baltimore 24 30 .444 11
The suddenly revived Detroit 
Tigers are the hottest team in 
the major leagues right now but 
they continue to be the enigma 
of the baseball world.
How can one team be so futile 
under one manager and so fero­
cious under another? It’s cer­
tainly not that Jack Tighe was a 
bad manager . . .  or that Bill 
Norman, who succeeded Tighe a 
week ago. has been ‘waving a 
magic wand.
Still, the figures are there for 
all to see and puzzle over. Under 
Tighe. the Tigers won 21 of 49 for 
a .429 percentage. With Norman 
at the helm, they’ve won six of 
seven, including a spectacular 
sweep of the four-game series 
from the New York Yankees in 
Yankee Stadium.
Frank Lary and Jim Banning
WIND, NOT WATER
The little-known story of that swim in August is the fact 
that Mrs. Meraw had not given in to the Okanagan when she 
was taken, from her blue bosom, she had given in, rather, to 
the fickle wind.
She was still fresh, distressingly so. She/had very little 
feeling of defeat, only annoyance Aat all her training and 
effort should be nullified by hot air, of the variety that Okana­
gan Lake skippers know only too well. She had swum some 
39 miles, 17 as the crow flics, and had set a record for the 
lake. But to her, it was scant recompense.
Shfc feels she can do it, and somehow it doesn’t seem 
like the idle whim of a stubborn, middle-aged housewife. Eyed 
in the cold light of fact, backed up by the opinion of Palt Roach 
of Toronto, world-reno^cd swimming coach, there seems to 
be some substance to her feelings—to all except to centennia" 
promoters.
Not all western promoters arc blinded to the possibilities 
of the “Meraw Dream,” however. An active gent by the name 
of Bill Clancy senses the pregnant potential of a world chara 
pionship swim, and has tried to work something up along that 
line. Up to now, he has been faced with a stony refusal oi 
unimaginative officials who would rather invest in something 
solid, like musical ride or a Ski meet, oblivious of the tre­
mendous possibilities at hand.
They fail to sec its endless possibilities, or maybe it is 
just another ftinccss Mfirgaret visit-—too far from Vancouver 
to be worthwhile.
lUST A NATURAL
What they don’t stop»to consider is the; fact that this 
s^ylni—besides being a world chanapionship swina—could be 
' billed ns the only comparable swim in the world with a natura’ 
amphitheatre to watch it from.
Think of the king-sized crowds that have gathered at 
vtirious points to watch either the beginning or end o f previ 
ous marathon swims, and then imagine the beauty of being 
able to'line the lake at various points to watch a whole portion 
of the race pass in rcview-t-infinitcly more thrilling for the 
B(tcotntors, and having the effect of snow-balling interest.
But this year’s swim stands the chance of being a draw­
ing-card from another standpoint—the entrants.
Bill Sadio, a well-known U.S. distance swimmer has 
challenged Mrs., Meraw to beat, him—no maucr how far 
cither one of them go—with $5,000 as her prize if she docs. 
Sadio, a drawing-card in eastern swim circles, has become 
\ determined to have a go at this Lake Okanagan swim, qnd 
is laying his plans to come out here this year.
Cliff Lumsden of Toronto, us big a name-In Canadian 
rwim male circles m  Marilyn Bell is in the chintz and lacc 
division, has expressed his earliest desire to swim with Meraw. 
, So has Rita Anderson, a Dittch girl who Is training in this 
country. Whether these''two make the attempt will dcpfnd 
on their ability to raisp funds for the trip.
^ o u ld  this quartet all Qfdvertise their intentions of making 
the swim, there will ho a rush of name swimmers to join their 
illustriotil. ranks, and the Okanagan Lake will become the 
Juan dd FOca of the h it^ o r. the English Channel of Ihq 
RockUis; the HcUopiid^. oL British





Club 13 continued their unde­
feated record in the men's city 
softball league on Sunday at 
King’s Park, when they downed 
the Blue Caps 11-7, giving them 
five straight wins to date.
Norbert Korthals, the club’s 
windmill chucker, went the dis­
tance for the defending city cham­
pions showing a tendency to be 
erratic in his control, but backed 
up by crisp fielding in the vic­
tory.
Gib Loseth pitched the first 
four frames for the losers, re­
lieved by Gerry Walls in the 
fourth, and coming back In to 
finish out the last frame.
Wayne Hicks was the/big man 
with the hardwood, smashing out 
a triple, to ejim the lead in this 
department for the league. 
COME FROM BEHIND 
Club 13 were forced to come 
from behind twice early in the 
game, as the ’Caps started off 
with a 1-0, first-inning lead, then 
went ahead again 2-1 in the sec­
ond, and held their lead through­
out the third inning.
The Club’s sluggers went to 
town in the fourth frame, how­
ever, parlaying two walks, two 
bunt^ and a triple into five runs 
before Loseth retired in favor of 
Walls.
Clever bunting paid off again in 
the sixth, as the Club added three; 
more runs, matched by the ’Caps 
in their half of the frame on three 
singles and a double.
In spite of some good hitting by 
the ’Caps, the Club ouS-scored 
them 2-1 in the final frames, to 
come away, the undefeated league 
leaders.
Lne score
Club 13 010 503 116-11 8 4
Blue Caps 110 103 100- 7 10 3
did the pitching for Detroit Sun­
day as the Tigers shut out the 
American League leaders twice, 
2-0 and 3-0. It wasn't the man­
ager but Ossie Virgil, Harvey 
Kuenn and Gail Harris who 
drove in the key-runs in the first 
double shutout the Yankees have 
suffered in eleven years.
And it w îsn’t the manager but 
Charlie Maxwell, Virgil and Har­
ris who came up with spectacu­
lar defensive plays to thwart sev­
eral Yankee bids for runs.
At any rate, the Tigers, in last 
place a week ago, are now fifth, 
only two games behind second- 
place Boston, nine games in back 
of the first place 'Yankees^
As WALLOP BOSTON
Boston m u f f e d  a glorious 
chance to close in on the Yankees 
as Kansas City smacked the, Red 
Sox down in a doublchcader 17-6 
and 9-4 to leave them still seven 
games off the pace. Cleveland 
took two from Washington 5-3 
and 4-2 and Chicago shut out 
Baltimore twice, 3-0 and 4-0.
The largest crowd of the year 
at Yankee S t a d i u m  (54,817) 
watched unbelievingly as first 
Lary, turned the Yankees back 
without a run on five singles and 
then Bunning held them scoreless 
on only four singles. Not since 
Philadelphia’s Carl Scheib and 
Dick Fowler hurled back-to-back 
shutouts on May 30,1947, have two 
pitchers been able to blank the 
Yankees twice in one afternoon.
A1 Kaline hit safely in each 
game to extend his hitting streak 
to 14 games.
Bob Cerv, Hector Lopez and 
Chico Carrasquel spearheaeded 
the Athletics to their double 
triumph over Boston. Cerv, the 
American League leader in home 
runs and runs bated in, wal 
loped his 17th homer, three 
triples and a pair of singles and 
drove in five runs to boost his 
RBI total to 51.
gers got the word yesterday.
They exploded from their "hit 
recession" with a stunning, home- 
run sprinkled afternoon of base­
ball thnt carried them through 
both ends of their doubleheader 
against the Kamloops Jay Rays, 
by scores of 13-2 and 5-4.
Stocky Bob Campbell, the lad 
with the powerful wrists who once 
was the scourge of Okanagan 
chuckers. came through with 
three circuit clout.s, while part­
ners Frank Fritz and Bill Mar­
tino. also exponents of the long 
clout, counted for one and two 
respectively.
Big Bob Radies, working at 
first base instead of his , usual 
pitching or catching spot, laced 
out another in the second game, 
bringing the day's total to seven 
TWO-HIT PERFORMANCE 
Les Schaefer, the Orioles’ de­
pendable right-hander, and the 
icague’s leading pitcher, made 
his record 6-1 with his impres 
sive, two-hit performance, backed 
up by snappy fielding support. 
Howard Esche, the Jay Rays best 
on past performance, was re­
lieved in the second frame after 
the Orioles’ four-run first frame, 
with Bud Schollen finishing off 
the game.
Ray Scott, making his second 
appearance in the Orioles’ livery, 
allowed five hits, but made his 
record 2-0 when he tightened up 
in the ninth and whiffed two bat­
ters in a row to bring his day’s 
strikeout record to 13. A1 Daw­
son carried the losers’ chores 
well for Jay Rays, but received 
less backing than his predeces- 
o rs ..
Orioles 13 Jay Rays 2
The Orioles romped through 
the Jay Rays in the first game 
of their twin bill at Elks Stadium 
before a fair-sized crowd, with a 
lop-sided 13-2 score.
The Jay Rays’ lead-off batter, 
Cliff Pachal, slashed out a double, 
came in on a sacrifice by Stan 
Kato that backfired, and Kato 
brought the second run over the 
plate when Bob Radies dropped 
the ball on a standard out at first.
Esche’s control was shaky, as 
he walked Hromi Ito and Johnny 
( l̂ulos, but he tightened up and 
struck out Bob Campbell, the 
first of the power hitters. Bill 
Martino slashed a high ball over 
the fence, left of centre, to clear 
the sacks, and Frank Fritz came 
up right behind him to duplicate 
the feat.
For the next six Innings, the
frame and the Jay Rays were 
blanked all the' way.
Joe Kaiser and Les Schaefer 
tagged Esche (or singles in the 
second, and Bud Schollen came 
in to relieve. Culos poked one 
through the short-stop to score 
Kaiser;
Martino stepped into & good
Rest
Orioles S Jay Rays 4
The Jay Rays gave the Oriole^jf ’ 
a few anxious moments In. the 
second game of their Sunday
offeripg from Schollen in the 
third for his second circuit clout 
of the day, a singleton homer 
o ‘̂cr the left field fence.
The Orioles added four in the, 
fourth, two in the fifth, and one dcublehcader, but the champs 
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Bees Aid Mounties' Reign 
By Waxing Phoenix Giants
Pacific Coast League cot and on^ each by Leon Wag
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Salt Lake City delayed Phoenix 
hopes of catching up with Van­
couver for the Pacific Coast 
League baseball lead as the Bees 
took a doubleheader from the 
Giants yesterday, winning the 
opener 7-3 and the nightcap 9-8
The Giants relinquished the 
throne to the Mounties earlier In 
the month and had been riding 
two games behind for a week. 
Yesterday’s losses made it three.
The Bees wasted no time in the 
eegen inning opener as they col­
lected three tallies in the first 
frame on Jim McDaniels’ homer, 
added another in the second and 
two more in the seventh inning. 
It was Fred Green’s second con­
secutive victory since returning 
from the service.
In the nightcap, the Giants 
went on a biting spree after 
Salt Lake chalked up two un­
earned runs in the first inning 
Phoenix countered with four 
home runs in the fourth and 




A t Lulu Island
VANCOUVER (CP) — Frank 
Opsal of Vancouver won the high 
ovcr-nll championship Sunday at 
the B.C. trapshooting champion­
ships at the Vancouver Giih 
Club’s Lulu Island range.
Five titles were won' Sunday, 
ending the two-day meet. ’The 
doubles championship was won 
Saturday by Dick- Hornl/y of 
Cloverdoln,
Mrs. Opsal won the singles 
Class A crown but lost out In 
shoot-offs for the handicap and 
doubles championships. Phil Le- 
Brun of Kelowna won the singles 
crown with 199 out of 200.
Mr. Opsal had 198, Art Salt of 
Kelowna won the B Class with 
197, Max Lamussc of North Van­
couver the C Class with 193 and 
Tom Freeman of Vancouver the 
D Class with,180,
The handicap was won by Ben 
Kllik of New Westminster In a 
shoot-off over Mrs. Opsal. Both 
had OS out of 100,
Beryl Trenwlth of Vancouver 
won the Indies championship with 
101 out of 200.
The Junior championship was 
won by Burton Wyley of New 
Westminster a i^  sub-Junlor by 
Wayne Duncan of North Surrey, 
Both had scores of 81 olit of 100,
HATZIC LAKE, B.C. (CP)— 
Chuck Hickling of Seattle, pilot­
ing the 266 cubic inch hydroplane 
Thrifty Chevrolier owned by Bill 
Muncey of Seatle, set a new 
course record Sunday to win the 
12th annual Northwest. Gold Cup 
races for limited boats at Hatzic 
Lake. ,
Hickling placed first in all 
three of the main events on the 
five laps of the one-mile course. 
Hitting well over the 100-mile-an- 
hbur mark on the straightaway, 
Hickling , did the course in 4 min­
utes 34 seconds, a new record 
for the lake.
On a basis of 400 points for 
first place, 300 .for second, 225 
for third and 169 for fourth, Hick­
ling scored a perfect 1,200 points.
Second of the six competitors 
for the Gold Cup was Everet 
Hatch of Seatle in the 266 cubic 
inch Zing Zing with 769 points.
Third was Jim McGuire of 
West Vancouver, piloting Rest­
less Hi. owned by Art Jones of 
Kelowna, for 694 points. .
Disaster struck the s e c o n d  
entry of Art Jones as fire dam­
aged the R9stless IV, a 225 cu, 
in. hydro, A .spark from a back­
fire started the blaze, burning 
driver Wally Pannemaker of 
Seatle on the hands and legs.
He was given first aid treatment, 
but did not require hospital 
treatment.
Hatch was fourth in the first 
heat, second in the second 'heat 
and second in the third. McGuire 
was second in the first heat, 
fourth in the second and third 
in the third heat. Slovak was 
third in the first heat, third in 
the second and fourth In the 
third heat.
Mr. Jones, a veteran boat-buil­
der, says he hopes that Restless 
IV will be repairable, and will 
carry his colors of the Jones’ 
stable into action again.
Other race winners were;
D stock hydro—Bill Young of 
North Burnaby in Alky-Too II; 
225 and 280 cu. in. classes (run 
together)—Jim McGuire, W e s t  
Vancouver in Restless III; 226 
in,—Chuck Hickling of Seatle In 
Thrifty Chevrolier; 135 hydro.s— 
Bill Young of North Burnaby in 
Teaser III; 136 cu in. hydros— 
Gil Ackerman of Seatle in Hlc- 
N-Biirp III: Crackerlx)xes—Ron 
Bestward of North Burnaby In 
Besty’s Baby; J  utility outboard 
—Jack Holden of Seattle Irt the 
Jolly Jack; B utility outboard— 
Brad Clark of Vernon in Madame 
Queen III.
’ni0
cater foimd In patix of Aida, mky 
reach up to alic feet la  length fn- 
dudiog (ha tail.
BC^TTIBII NAME 
tnnUfalt, Alberta town 80 mites 
north-of Calgary, Is named after 
the - mnnidpallty i a . Argyllshire
-$chtlaAdf ' '' I , -' , 1' ' >
PRIZED COSTUME 
CALGARY (CP) — Pcrhap.n 
the thilrf who broke into ' tlie 
homo of Calgary’s 19,56 fooUmll 
queen, Carol Duborg, has naplr- 
atlon.n tn the title. Stolen was the 
western co.stumo she wore In 195(i 
as ,MUs Stampedcr.
’ ' Y o u  m e a n  t o  s o y —  
i u s i  3 - a - d o y  m a y  
■ e n d  b a c k a c h e  a w a y ! ”
Sounds foo d l leal, too l You SCO llw  nonnsi job o f Iho 
k i^ y s  Is 16 remoTO excels w sites snd adds 
—so often the cause e f bsckeche—from  the 
system. Dedd’e Kidney P ille  stbnulste the 
kidneys In iM s function in d  so msy bring you 
Ihst welcomo re lie f from  backache they bsTe 
many others. T ry  just 3-s-dey. You a n  d ^ n d  
oh Dodd’a - in  tho bluo box w ith Iho rod bend, se
ner and Dusty Rhodes.
But the Bees rallied behind 
McDaniels’ third homer of the 
day and Dick Stuart's 26th round- 
tripper of the season In the sixth 
inning to score six runs. Eddie 
O’Brien won it in relief and Tom 
Bowers lost it.
The Rainitrs won the opener 
with the league-leading Mounties 
in the seventh as Hal Bevan and 
Dutch Doterer hit back-to-back 
homers.
But the Mounties countered 
with homers in the nightcap to 
retain their record of not having 
lost a doubleheadcr this season. 
All of their runs were scored on 
homers. .
Joe Durham hit nis eighth 
round-tripper of the season to 
score Vancouver’s first run in the 
fourth inning. Barry Shetrone hit 
a homer in the fifth.
Mel Held won the nightcap by 
holding the Suds to six scatered 
hits’ while Max Surkont scored 
his first victory for Seatle since 
his arrival from Phoenix.
tain second spo\, 17 percentage 
points behind the lea^ng Kam-l|; 
loops Okonots.
Facing A1 Dawson on the 
mound, and working behind the 
strikeouts of young Ray Scott, 
the Orioles continued to whittle, 
adding one run in each of the 
first three inings, then two In the 
fourth, before Dawson closed the , 
door. T
In the first frame Culos walk­
ed, and the "Big Three," Mar- 
tino-Fritz-Campbcll, each drew a 
hit, but only one run was scored 
when Campbell was nailed oft 
third base. ' /
Bob Radies slashed a singleton 
homer over the left field fence 
for the only run of the second, 
and Bob Campbell used his 
powerful wrist action for another 
in the third, just left of centrg ( 
field. '4
Ito continued another big day 
at bat with a single to right field 
in the fourth, and Campbell sent 
another homer soaring over the 
fence, this time at the longest 
point, right over centre field. 
The two-run addition made it 11 
straight innings of batting with­
out drawing a blank, but it was 
the last the Orioles tallied in the 
game.
Things looked grim in to the 
top of the eighth, when Scott’s 
deadly control wavered, and he 
w alk^  two in a row. permitted 
a single through centre and a 
Texas Leaguer over second, to 
make the score 5-4,
There was bull-pen action on 
the Orioles’ side of the field, and 
coach Hank Tostenson staged a 
mound conference as Motokada.J 
first man up in the ninth, drew”̂  
a single. But Scott stayed In and 
pinch-hitter Shannon filed out.
Tostenson was still in doubt, 
but the' young chucker whiffed 
the next two batters, and thai 
pressure was off.
*nie Okies still lead with 12-4 
for .750, and Orioles have 11-4 
for .733. •
Line score:
Jay Rays 000 100 030—4 5 2
Orioles 111 200 OOx-5 10 1
A Personal Note 
to Parents...
Let them know youVe 
glqd they passed 
their grades
. . .  ujyjt, i k i o
, One ot these colourful passbooks, showing a 
nice little balance inside, is bound to get you 
high marks with the younger set.
This extra surprise gift, with a place on the 
cover for fhc youngster’s name, is the practical 
way to help children develop the habits of 
thrift and self-reliance . . .  to help them make 
the grade in the years ahead. (
— —> And B of M Student Passbooks make excel- •— 
lent gifts for all kinds of special occasions such 
^  as birthdays, Christmas, and as a reward for 
extra elfort. You cari pick tfiem up at your 
neighbourhood It of M branch in a matter, 
of only a feu) minutes.
FOR TOTS AND TODDLERS...
these attractive blue or pink 
B of M passbooks have become 
first choice with a growing
'MY BANK*ntmiiimatmm , parcnis and
doting relatives.
B a n k  o f  M o n t r e a l
iMkUiw
jkkisWiww.
K e la w n s  B a n d it  
W a ib x n k  lla n d i;
G E O F F R E Y  F A R R E U ., M s n s g c f 
A L A N  H IC K E Y , M sd xg cr
(O p e n  W e d ., T l«ur». il« »  F rld x y  4.,M> l«  C».(M) n .tn ,) 
P c sd ila n d  (S u b 'A K tn c y )i O pen  T u o d s y  snd  F rid a y
WORKING WI7|i CANADIANS -  YOUNG AND OID ALIKE SINCE- 1817
mrnmmmmmmmJtLiiSf'
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"Gas W ar" Sign s Have 
Disappeared In East
TORONTO (CP* — The "gas i because'of it." said a spokesman 
war" signs that offered Jower and-for one of the larger companies, 
lower prices in many Ontario “̂Stocks are adequate but not by 
pities this spring have largely .any manner or means surplus.” 
disappeared. j Probably the hottest price bat-
But at best ifs  an uneasy i tie in the province is in the To- 
truce marked by regional skir- ronto s u b u r b  of Scarborough 
mishes. Service station operators | where o p e r a t o r s report that 
keep a wary eye on the opposi-j “most" of he stations are sell- 
tion across the street, ready toiing regular gas at 33.9 cents a
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roll out the “10 per cent off" 
sign at the first hint of trouble.
Somewhat in the position of a 
truce s u p e r v i s e e  is D. J. 
Fletcher*, managing director of 
the Ontario Retail Gasoline and 
Automotive Service Association.
He says there arc no full-scale 
wars" going on in the province 
at present but regional flurries— 
notably in Owen Sound, Peter­
borough and parts of Toronto— 
have kept the signs up. Price-cut­
ting has also been reported in 
Niagara Falls, Timmins and Mid­
land.
ORIGIN DISPUTED
“There’s still a tremendous 
over-supply of gasoline and that 
makes me doubtful that the wars 
have all ended completely,” Mr. 
Fletcher said.
Spokesmen for the oil compan­
ies denied that the market was 
down or stocks excessive.
"The total market is up over 
last year and the w’hole industry 
is going to show an improvement
Drunkard Acts Like A Drunkard 
Even If He's A Dog, Mule Or Pig
By GEORGE CORNELL
NEW YORK <AP'~A drunkard 
acs like a drunkard, even if he's 
a dog, mule, pig, ape or bug.
Any of them, just like human 
beings, can become chrome alco- 
gallon — about 11 cents below holies, says Dr. Maurice Pruit, 
normal. ? Chatanooga, Tenn., specialist
In the downtown church andi‘” ^  drugs or
Dundas street area three s t a t i o n s a m a s s e d  naany 
have been selling at 37.9 cents histones of ammal dope
for about a week. and boozers.
some; SUBSIDIES I contradict the old
"That independent guy across 
the road dropped his price so we
that addiction arises
did too," said operator Lou Allen 
He said he is gctlng no assist­
ance from his company “but I 
think if it goes any lower they’ll 
help us.”
Most of the companies have 
been giving subsidies to stations 
involved in the gas wars. A 
spokesman for one company (Ca­
nadian Oils Limited* said his 
company has been giving subsid 
ies ranging to five tents a gallon 
and sometimes higher 
Another spokesman declined to 
say what assistance is being 
given but “certainly we’re not go­
ing to let any of our chaps go out 
of business because of these 
wars.”
Author Claims Travelling Doesn't 
Brdaden Minds Of Most Tourists
ORIOLES' HOME-RUN HAMMERERS
Coach Hank Tostenson's clout- 
ers came to life with a ven> 
geance yesterday, hammering 
out seven home runs for the 
Orioles' cause as.the defending 
league champs took both ends 
of their doubleheader against
the Kamloops Jay Rays. Above, 
kneeling, Bob Campbell head­
ed the list, with three king- 
sized clouts, two of then\ pro­
viding the difference between 
winning and losing the second 
game. Standing, left to right:
Frank Fritz, long known as 
one of the league’s top slug­
gers: Bob Radies, a first-class 
utility man, as well as a long 
ball hitter, and Bill Martino, 
top centre fielder and clouter 
of two circuit shots yesterday.
Redlegs '58 Hoss Trading 
Nbw Showing Up In Points
By JOE REICHLER 
Associated Press Sports Writer 
National Leagne
W L Pet. GBL
Milwaukee 31 22 .585 —
San Francisco 32 26 .552
Cincinnati 26 24 .520 3%
Pittsburgh 28 28 .500 ,4V4
St. Louis 26 27 .491 5
Chicago 28 31 .475, 6
Philadelphia 24 30 .444 7%
Los Angeles 24 31 .436 8
tage over the runner up San.Newcombe with a five-run blast 
Francisco Giants who, defeated in the second inning that featured 
Philadelphia 3 - 1 .  Three Pits-1 home runs by Frank Thomas
Experts raised their eyebrows 
when Cincinnati Redlegs disposed 
of a good portion of their power 
for pitching last winter. Today 
this same pitching is largely re­
sponsible f o r  the Reds' third 
place position, only 3V̂  games 
behind the league - leading Mil­
waukee Braves.
Harvey Haddix, w h o  came 
from Philadelphia for slugger 
Wally Post, p i t c h e d  his best 
game of the year for the Reds 
Sunday as Cincinnati swept 
doubleheader from Chicago 7 - 0  
and 32. The little left - hander 
permited only seven hits in the 
opener in pitching the team’s 
third shutout in a live - game 
span. Thb double triumph gave 
Birdie Tebbets* crew’ 11 victories 
in the last 16 games.
The Braves, came from behind 
to defeat St. Louis Cardinals 4-2 
•nd retain their IMi-game advan-
burgh home runs in one inning 
highlighted the Pirates’ 12-1 rout 
of the Dodgers in Los Angeles.
Pete Whisenant paced the Red­
legs’ first - game atack agaidst 
the Cubs’ Taylor Phillips, losing 
his first after lour v i c t o r i e s .  
Whisenant doubled home two 
runs in.the s e v e n t h  and hit a 
three-run homer in the ninth. Re- 
iieyers Tom Acker and flohnny 
Klippstein halted several Cub 
threats in the second game after 
Cincinnati had scored two runs 
in each of the first two innings 
off loser Dick Drot..
Outfield Harry- H a n e b r i n k  
smacked a two-run homer to fea­
ture a three-run ninth inning that 
earned the Braves their come­
back victory over St. Louis. Re­
liever Don McMahon won his 
sixth against one defeat.
A1 Worthington, m a k i n g  his 
first start since April 18, stopped 
the Phillies with eight hits' as the 
Giants took the rubber game of 
the three - game series. Felipe 
Alou, rookie outfielder, hit a sin 
gle, double and triple off loser 
Curt Simmons, drove in one run 
and scored two,
Pltsburgh knocked out D o n
Bill Mazeroski and pitcher Ver­
non Law. It was Newcombe’s 
sixth loss without a victory.
Thomas, forced to leave in the 
fifth when he was hit on the hand 
by a pitched ball, boosted his 
league-leading homer total to 20 
and his RBI total to 61,
In Saturday’s games St. Louis 
nipped Milwaukee 2-1, Philadel­
phia edged San Francisco 3 - 2, 
Chicago downed Cincinnati 4-3 
and Los Angeles defeated Pits- 
burgh 4-2.
MONTREAL (CP* — Hakon 
Mielche. Danish author who has 
spent 25 years circling the globe, 
says travel doesn’t broaden the 
minds of most tourists.
"It should b u t  it usually 
doesn’t,” he said while here to 
gather information for a book 
about Canada.
"Most people travel in an or­
ganized tour with 40 others and 
expect to find hot dogs in every 
country. ’That’s not broadening 
at all.”
Mr. Mielche, 53, has writen 26 
travel books, on his journeys.
Here are some of his conclu­
sions:
Chile has the world’s most 
beautiful women, though a few 
“shockingly beautiful” w o m e n  
may be found in Hawaii.
Polynesians are the most ami­
able people.
New Zealand is the most beaut­
iful country, with more scenic 
variety in a small area than any 
other. '
Germany has the most energ­
etic population.
Mr. Mielche plans to spend sev­
eral months in Canada before he 
begins work on his book of this 
counry.
I have a particular contennpt 
for the superficial visior, 
sajd»s- ^
MOSCOW (API 
Union has agreed 
entific exploratory 
neva July 1 on wavs
-  The 
to begin sci- 
talks in Gc- 
to police
from moral or psychological de­
ficiencies,” he said.
BECOME IRRESPONSIBLE 
"People — or animals — drink 
because they drank. ’They drink 
today because they drank yester­
day. It’s a physical affliction, not 
a character defect."
To back up his position. Pruit 
trots out a stable of instances in 
which animals Ix'came .sots and 
drug-cravers. with accompanjing 
habits of riotous living.
“Their reactions are very sim­
ilar to tho.se in man. Tbcy for-1 
sake responsibilities." |
Even the birds and bees do it,' 
as well as the ordinarily industri­
ous ant, he said in an interview.
As for the bees. Pruit told of 
some hives in Tennessee that be­
gan feeding on a moonshiner's 
still.
HONEY DEW BINGES
"As a result, they neglected 
their work, didn't, gather enough 
honey, and when winter came.i 
began dying out."
 ̂ A similar fate often befalls 
Soviet! ants. They become intent
swilling intoxicating "honey dew*] 
from a store of plant aphids at 
butterfly larva.
He told of dogs that went fiior 
saloon to saloon begging drinkd 
and of another that would break 
into a doctor's office to get d<H>e|
"I heard of one bunch of pi| 
that kept breaking into a stiU.’l 
Pruit said. “ I don't know whal 
it proves unless it's that the pig| 




Than , M ale Sex
WINNIPEG (CP)—Women are 
worse sailors than men, and chil­
dren and old people are not so 
prone to sea-sickness as people in 
their prime, says Frank Gearing, 
a ship’s dispenser—or druggist— 
for 34 years.,
He first served aboard the Ca­
nadian Pacific liner Minnedosa in 
1924 Now serving aboard the 
Empress of Britain, he keeps a 
big stock of effective remedies, 
but gets odd requests such as the 
passenger who wanted turpentine 
to be mixed with sugar to cure a 
cold. On another occasion a 
w o m a n  passenger requested 
some ether, which she drank 








t ea m  STANDINGS
1 (Including games up to June 14) 
W L Pet.
Clubb 13 4 0 1.000
Rutland Rovers 2 1 -667 
Blue Caps 2 2 .500
Firemen 1 2  .333
Centennials 0 4 .000
LEADING BATTERS
(Over .300, 10 times at bat)
AB R H Pet.
Wayne Hlckj),'
Club 13 , 1 4  6 9 .643
Al Volk. Rovers J3 7 7 .538
D, Dullk, Rovers 10 5 5 .500
D. Casey, B. Cap.s 17 . 4 . 8  .471 
L. Gauloy, CI|jjbl3 11 2 5 .455 
Warren llicitsi.
Club 13 If) 6 R .421
J, gchmidt, Cent. 10 I 4 .400
W. Schn. Club 13 13 7 5 ..IM
II Stewart, Rovers 16 5 6 .375 
Ed Gcrk, C5enL 11 3 4 .364 
B. Laidler, Cent. 11 0 4 .364 
J. Howard. Club 13 14 7 5 .357 
T. Senger^ Rovers 15 7 5 .333 
n . Roche, Firemen 12 2 4 .333 
L, Wlckl'nhelscr,
Centennials 19 4 6 .316
V. Burnell. B, Caps 16 6 5 .313 
R. Chobotor, Cent. 16 5 5 ,313
E .  K norr.C lubn  13 3 4 .308 
A. Mannrin. Rovers 10 4 3 ,3O0
riTCIIING RECORDS
(2 or more games*
G P W L P c l .  
Knorr. Gub 13 3 2 0 1,000
Mnnnrln. Rover* 3 2 0 1.000 
Korthivls. ClulM3 2 1 0 1.000 
Ixiseth, Blue Caps 4 2 2 .500 
.l4)\idoun, Blue Caps 2 0 0 .000 
Cnrrlcr, Ccntenhiols 2 0 1 .000 
(jothenim. Firemen 2 0 1 .000 
ClKibotnr. Cent. 2 0 2 .000
I.RAU11E LEADERS 
Batting—Wayiie Hicks. Club 13. 
.(M3.
Huns—Al Volk, Rovers. W, 
Sehn. Club 13, J. Howanlj Club 
IS, T. Senger, Rovein, P. Lpk> 
iHiwskt, Club 13. all with 7, 
Hits—Wayne Hicks, Club 13. 0. 
' .Singles—Wa>n« IllcKs, Club 13,
To I
Doubles—Al Volk, Rovers, 3; 
Dennis Casey. Blue Caps. 3.
Triples — B. Roche. Firemen, 
I.«n Wickcnhciscr, Centennials, 
Wayne Hicks, Club 13. Warren 
Hicks. Club 13, all with 1.
Home Runs—Tony Senger, Rov­
ers, 2: Pete Humphreys, Fire­
men 2. •
Pitching—Al Manarin, Rovers, 
2-0: Eugene Knorr, Club 13, 2-0.
Errors—Gene Thomas, Centen­
nials, 5.
Strike Outs — Eugene Knorr, 
Club 13. 22. ■
Double Play.s-Blue Caps, 5. 
R.B.I.s—Wayne Hocks, 10. 
Stolen Bases — Dennis Casey, 
Blue Caps, Verne Burnell, Blue 
Caps, Jack Howard, Club 13, 
Warren Hick, Club 13, Wayne 
Hicks, Club 13, all with 3.
W ha' Hoppened 
To W illie?
SAN FRANasCO (AP)—What 
has happened to Willie Mays?
That’s what San Francisco 
baseball fans ask. And they don’t 
wonder about it any more than 
Willie himself. He has been 
through a six-day slump with only 
one single—of the infield -variety 
—in 23 times at bat.
Willie’s hot hitting streak that 
put him at the top of the Na­
tional League batting race ended 
abruptly last Saturday against 
Cincinnati Redlegs.
The night before he had opened 
with a 400-foot home run and 
added two singles in three official 
times at bat. That gave him the 
batting lend at .433 through his 
surge of 17 hits In 27 times at bat.
Ilicn the touch-vanished. Willie 
dropped to .393 and behind Stan 
Musial of the St. Louis Cardinals 
again.
"I just don’t know," Mays says 
of his batting doldrums. "1 don’t 
know.”
any world-wide ban of nuclear 
explosions.
The Russian agreement came 
as’ a result of proposals made by 
President Eisenhower. Eisen­
hower’s message, which followed 
similar earlier proposals, avoided 
a fiat U.S. commitment to stop 
testing atomic and hydrogen 
bombs. The West has insisted 
that technical talks on inspection 
must come first.
Russia announced in April that 
she was suspending nuclear tests 
and challenged the West to fol­
low her lead. 'The Russians have 
consistently rejected the idea of 
inspection and c o n t r o l  and 
claimed the tests could be stop­
ped by a simple declaration from 
the atomic powers—Russia, the 
United States and Britain.
The Russian note said the tech­
nical talks should be concluded 
in three or four weeks and plug­
ged the Soviet position by say­
ing the Geneva meeting should 
lead to a quick suspension of aU 
tests.
LONG SERVICE
KELVINGTON, Sask. (C P )- 
Mrs. J. E. Guibault, who began 
her music education at three 
years of age, has retired as or­
ganist at St. Joseph’s Roman 
he I Catholic, church here after 36 
years’ Continubus' service.' * '
•  Air-Conditioning
•  Heating
•  Weather Stripping
•  Aluminum Awnings
Call for Free Estimates
Kumfort
HEATING PRODUCTS
513 Lawrence Are. 
Phone 2115
Have a  
eO O P R U M
fort̂ cur
oem erara
This advertisement is not published or displayed By thftUquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phono your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
Fhls special delivery service 
Is available nightly between 
7:00 p.ro. and 7:30 p.ro.
NORTHERN ISLES
The Faero Islands of the North 
Atlantic, settled by the Vikings 
in the 10th century, are a .self- 
governing province of Denmark.
Spartsmas
M l  CIGARETTES
PLAIN END or FILTER
Extra mild... 
for nxfra (snfoymnnt
S tra tfo rd  Festival T h ea tre
•  •
\
Your car mokes a big contribution to your enjoyment of 
Modern Conodn . . .  especially when the tank is filled with 
B-A Velvet 98 gasoline . . .  best over sold. B-A'a exclusive 
now Velvet compound successfully minimizes combustion 
chamber deposits for quiet, cleon-buming, velvet-smooth 
performoheo. It gives you all the power potential possible 
from today’s high-compression engines.
Feel the difference only this revolutionary now gasoline 
can give to your car. Be sure to All'up with B-A Velvet 98 
gasoihio. . .  modern-made for modern Canada on the move.
V M C  E J R I 7 J 0 H I  A M E R I C A N  O l t .  C O t V l P A N Y  L I I W I T E D
r , , ■ ' ■ ■ ■ .1: i M '.v'Vr.Mf if. , ■ ,
OASplilNEB
.hA-;.;!”,f. * 4 ' ' '' V 'V,i. .
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Parents Can Help 
Ready For School
By GABRT CLEVELAND 
MYERS. Ph D.
Whether you know it or not. 
you get your child ready for 
school from the time he is bom.
You do it by helping him feel 
he is loved. You do it by culti­
vating routine habits in him for 
building a strong body and heal-
^ o u T e ^ L T h im  for school asUcQUlRkS CONC^TBATION
curiosity and ‘ " '
Prepared well for entering 
school, your child will have 
learned the meaning of No in 
relation to safety and the rights 
and feelings of others: he will 
have acquired some usefuul in­
hibitions. He will have learned 
to respect and obey authority, 
whether in his parents, a parent- 
substitute or a teacher.
A. Her problem is that she 
either can’t read the problem I 
well, or doesn't take time enough 





Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Walker 
of Black Mounain announce the 
engagement of their oldest daugh 
ter, Katherine Ruth, to Mr. Gor-





Fashion goes into the water 
for summer with the new 
bulkier look in swim suits. 
But these styles are not a bit 
bulky in feel because they are 
made with yarns with maxi­
mum resiliency, for perfect fit 
and quick drying.
For the serious swimmer 
there is a gray and white cable- 
stitch suit with a button-trim­
med tab and built-i^ straps. 
For leisurely bathing and pool­
side sunning there’s a marvel­
ous white suit with a rib-knit­
ted sweater neckline that can 
be worn off the shoulders as 
well as on.
you stimulate his 
imagination; as you talk to him, 
even long before he can talk, 
and later, converse with him 
companionably, answer his ques­
tions and explain things to him; 
as you always treat him as the 
developing little person he is. 
TOYS AND TOOLS
You help prepare your child 
for school as you encourage him 
at fun with toys and tools, ap­
preciating his creations with 
them and with words. It will be 
of great advantage to him on 
entering school if, from 2 to 6, 
he cuts, pastes, draws and paints 
and molds from clay. All the 
better if he often has such fun 
with some other children of his 
age.
At school he will need to feel 
comfortable a t work and play 
with other children. See that he 
gets lots of such experiences 
now.
MORE INDEPENDENCE .
As your child learns to find 
amusement, alone with other 
children, he will feel less tied 
to you emotionally, especially if 
he also learns to wait on himself, 
take care of his own things and 
do for himself what he is able 
to do.
HITHER AND YON
Fortunate if this child has 
been read to a great deal daily 
from the age of about 2. Listen­
ing wHth pleasure, he acquires 
good habits of concentration 
that will be good for helping 
him listen attentively at school. 
Besides, he gains in vocabulary 
and case and forcefulness of ex­
pression thereby, and he’s fired 
with the wish to learn to read 
for meaning, information and 
enjoyment.
It is well for your child before 
entering the first grade to enjoy 
learning to read short signs in 
stores, on home packages and 
on the roadside; to grow famil­
iar with few pictured words in 
print, some letters of the alpha­
bet; also to be able to count up 
to ten.
(My bulletins. "Letting Baby 
and Tot Learn” and “Self-reli­
ance,” may be had by sending a 
self-addressed, U.S. stamped en­




Q. Our daughter docs well in 
the mechanics of adding, sub­
tracting. multiplying, dividing, 
but is stumped when she tries 
to do reading (verbal) problems.
TO VISIT . . , her mother in 
Chilliwack. Mrs. G. J. Bogress 
with Karen and Kenneth left at 
the weekend for the Fraser Val­
ley city. Mr. Bogress cxi>ects to 
join them in a few days.
RECENT VISITORS . . .  in Kcl 
owna were Mr. and Mrs. J. Me 
Omber of Calgary, who were 
visiting Mrs, McOmber’s father, 
Mr. A. C. Berard.
A little la^*  who has been 
teaching dancing for 34 years will 
present her pupils in a dance 
revue at the United Church hall 
don Bryce King of Saskatoon, on Friday. June 20 at 8 p.m. 
Sask. The wedding will take place! For 21 years. Kelowna young-
Saturdav. June 28. at First U n it- if" s  have t^nefitted from Miss
. .Mary Pratten s tcrpsichorean ed Church, Rev. R. S. Leitch of-’
ficiating.
Kelowna Girl 
Will Wed Flier 
In Winnipeg
Valentine
training ability. Frequently ask 
ed why she concentrates so much 
on Highland dancing. Miss Prat­
ten replies that “the fling gives 
a child the best sense of balance, 
precision and control.” Boys, in 
particular, gain from this dance 
form, as it helps, them develop 
their athletic prowess. There is 
nothing sissy in dancing, particu­
larly in highland dancing.
Ballet is a graceful thing to bc- 
J.lhold, and Mary Pratten stresses
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Dissatisfied W idow Unsure If It's 
Advantageous To "Pull Up Stakes
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: 1 
am a widow, 57; and suddenly I 
find myself at the end of an era, 
wondering what to 'do next. I own 
the house in which I live, have a 
few thousands in the bank and 
« monthly income of ■$300.
My older son is established in 
another city, and quite happy 
thete as a bachelor. My young- 
son graduates from college 
neik month and takes a job in a 
city far from here. I think young 
people should be allowed to lead 
their own lives, without mother 
tagging along—so I am on my 
own.
But I don’t like this town. The 
smug provincial attitude of the 
natives, the high taxes,- the arbi­
trary edicts of the city council, 
the lack of places to go and things 
to do (unless you belong to the 
country club set);, the inadequate 
bus service—I object to aU this; 
and much more. . .
WANTS TO BORROW 
OUR INITIATIVE 
My husband’s job was such that 
we moved frequently, so I made 
no lasting friends en route and 
have none to turn to for com­
panionship. We came here a few 
years ago, when he retired due 
to ill health. He was an invalid, 
and I took care of him to the end 
—so I’ve made no friends here 
either. . „
I have thought of moving South, 
to some large city—I like large 
cities and a tvarm climate—and 
trying to start over. When I was 
young, this would have been a 
challenge: but now the idea of 
being alone in a big town scares 
me, Am 1 a fool for tMnking of 
trying it? Should I just stay on 
■ here, where I know a few nigh- 
bours, and a doctor to call if I 
were ill? ., ,
Should a woman my age simply 
give up and say her life is over? 
That there is nothing new -she 
can find or learn to do? I know 
that if you were in my shoes, 
you would have some interesting 
plans—so please help me.—L.V
LITTLE FEELING 
FOR OTHER PEOPLE
DEAR L.V.: In listing your 
grievances against the town in 
which you live; you mention that 
the next door neighbours on one 
Bide are horrible people, and that 
their children swarm over your 
property. ,  ̂ ,
Thla complaint, when added to 
■11 else you say—about having 
no real friends here or elsewhere 
-suggests that you haven’t much 
feeling for people, aside from 
your very own family, perhaps.
It 1.1 axiomatic that wo make 
dur experiences, in the main, 
wherever we go; and our cx 
pericnees are coined in our own 
imageu usually. Things happen 
to US in terms of how we tackle 
life. So it Isn’t likely that you yvlll 
Change the flavor of your ex­
perience Blm ply by moving for 
the sake of change.
Your letter rcachc.s jne through 
ft big town’ now.spnper, and pre­
sumably you live In an adjacent 
vUlago or possibly a suburban 
development. Since you own your 
home, and have basic Income 
nnd a modc.st backlog la the 
bank, you have a margin of bc 
curlty, (or doing as you please. 
In your shoes, I don’t think I’d 
disturb this foundatlon-for-con 
tentment. Rather, I’d u.sc it as 
a base of oiwrntlons. (or explor­
ing the potentials of new life 
around me. 
t a k e  ROOT HER 
a n o  b r a n c h  OUT 
Now for BuggesUona: Find 
Job, full d r part-time, in order 
to save money, with which to buy 
ft car. Ixsnrn to drive the car, 
thus Bolvldg your local traaspor 
tntlon problem, Ear fun, and to 
refresh your morale, you might 
make it a foreign car—a Bmall, 
low-priced model, economical to
wlllii the community, on 
Hic basis of groujvbclongtng. 
Join a ' church, and enUat In 
fthurch activlUes. Do some tact­
ful research among-st .wur nclgh- 
Iwurs, ds to joining one or two 
women’s clubs that afford a 
ready-made aoclal pfdgram—rOt
A FORMER . . . Vancouver 
resident who recently completed 
his studies as a pharmacist at 
UBC has joined the staff of 
Dyck’s Drugs in Kelowna. He is 
Bruce McMillan, now a Kelowna 
resident.
TO ATTEND CONVENTION 
. . . Dr. W. J. O'Donnell leaves 
today for Halifax where he will 
attend the Canadian Medical As­
sociation convention.
DINNER PARTY . . . Mr. and 
Mrs. R. L.' Cornock entertained 
a few friends and relatives on 
Tuesday at a dinner party given 
in honor of Mr. Cornock’s mother, 
Mrs. Gilbert Cornock, who cele­
brated her 80th birthday. Presen­
tation of a very nice gift to her 
grandmother was made by little 
Sandra Cornoclj.
DR. SAMUEL R. LEACOCK 
. . . Dean Emeritus of Education 
at the University of Saskatchewan 
left Friday for Vancouver, after 
spending a few days at the home 
of Mr, and Mrs. E. W. VanBlari- 
com.
Mr. and Mrs..................- ---------  --------- .
Reich, Aberdeen St., announceiit because the child is given an 
the engagement of their second | awakened sense of beauty, and 
youngest daughter, Eleanor, to appreciation of music. National
Sgt. Richard Kouk, RCAF station, 
Gimli. Man., oldest son of Mr. 
and Mrs.‘William Kouk of Winni­
peg. The wedding will take place 
July 19 at Our Lady of Victory 
Church, Winnipeg.
MISS MARY PRATTEN
Efficiency Organized Dinner 
Can Be Served From Two Carts
dances are taught not only for 
their color and charm, but for 
the character-building imbued in
"“p a S u  alien »o»dcr at wha, S S . ' ' S r , , u S r s l ° 4 , f  
age their children ahonid begin
Proceeds from the 21st annual 
revue by Miss Pratten’s pUpila 
will be used for church welfare 
activities.
By ELEANOR ROSS
luncheons, teas, study courses or 
such.
If you have additional time to 
spare, you might become a spe­
cial student at the local college 
(where your sons went); or try 
the university in the nearby 
city, for adult education classes. 
Getting into contact with campus 
routine might enlarge your vi­
sion, improve yoyr chic, and lead 
to a congenial job—say, as a 
restaurant receptionist; or fra­
ternity house mother, or relief- 
hour librarian; or what-have-you?
In other words, take root where 
you are, and grow into more life.
M.H.
AUCE WINSBY Women’s Editor
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Toronto A rt 
Group 
Two Firsts
TORONTO (CP) — A Toronto 
women’s organization claims it 
was the first women’s art organ­
ization in Canada when it was 
formed 71 years ago, and it be­
lieves it is the first Canadian or­
ganization to g i v e  a ballet 
scholarship.
The 240 - strong group is the 
Lyceum Club and Women’s Art 
Associaion of Canada, with head 
offices in Toronto and branches 
in Peterborough, Oshawa, St 
Thomas, Hamilton and Owen 
Sound.
Organization president Dorothy 
Stevens, royal academician and 
member of the Ontario Society of 
Artists, said: .
“Mrs. Mary Dignam, an artist 
who trained in Europe, formed 
the Lyceum group for women who 
wish(!d to appreciate art of all 
kinds. Since then the organiza' 
tion has arranged art classes, ex­
hibitions and has given scholar 
ships.”
TTiis year, the association has 
given a 5150 scholarship for a 
ballet s t u d e n t ,  through Celia 
Franca, director of the National 
Ballet of Canada, and has also 
given scholarships at the Toronto 
College of Art and the conserva­
tory of music.
ET'S EAT
Use Old-Fashione(j Biscuit Way 





Mr. and Mrs. Chris Idzal, Ethel 
St., entertained at a delightful 
evening party last week in honor 
of Mrs. Gilbert Cornock, who was 
celebrating her 80th blrthdyy. 
The evening was spent in games, 
after which the hohoree was pre­
sented with a lovely blue and 
gold, necklace.
Refreshments were served by 
the hostess, including a large 
‘birthday cake with Mrs. Cor 
nock’s name and. birth date on 
it. The never to be forgotten cve 
ning ended with the singing of 
“Happy Birthday.” ,
By IDA BAILEY ALLEN
One sunny afternoon, the Chef 
and I were walking up Broadway 
to Times-Square.
“Look, Madame!” exclaimed 
the Chef, “there’s a crowd of 
people standing at the restau­
rant window. .The display, must 
be extraordinary.”
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE 
We investigated and saw an 
oM-fashioned strawberry short­
cake in the making. A pretty 
young blonde was doing the 
honors.
‘No cold clammy biscuits with- 
out any butter, no skimpy spoon­
fuls of strawberries,” exulted the 
Chef. “The young lady is using a 
ladle.”
“This will be very different, 
Chef.” I  said, “from the usual 
sorry subterfuge of spongecake 
put together with just a few 
strawberries.” .
’’Old-fashioned strawberry bis­
cuit shortcake is an American 
tradition. And judging by the line­
up of people waiting to be served, 
modern New Yorkers accept it 
for what it is — a real gourmet
food.” ' ^
Old - f a s h i o n e d  Strawberry 
Shortcake: Wash, hull and slice 
1 qt. strawberries. Add 1 c. sugar. 
Cover. Keep at room tempera­
ture while the shortcake is baked.
Biscuit Shortcake: Into a mix­
ing bowl, sift 2 c. flour, 4 tsm 
baking powder, 1 tsp. sugar and 
tsp. salt. Add % c. equal parts 
butter and shortening. Chop in 
with a pastry blender until the 
mixture looks flakey. Stir in % 
milk. '
Turn onto a floured surface. 
Pat to ^  in. thickness. Cut into 
rounds with a good-sized biscuit
cutter. . A. ,
Bake about 20 min. In a hot 
oven, 400 F., until brown and 
crisp. . .  ..
To assemble; split the biscuits; 
spread with softened butter. Ar­
range in deep dessert dishes. Put 
the shortcakes together with 
plenty of sugared strawberries 
and Juice. Place the tpp biscuit 
half upside down, so the berries 
will not slide off.
*1110 shortcakes should be warm 
when served.
Pass heavy or whipped cream.
TOMORROW’S DINNER 
Chilled Grapefruit Sections 
Savory Ham Slices 
Baked Halved Potatoes 




Hot or Iced Coffee or tea 
Milk
(Recipes proportioned to serve 
4 to 6.)
Savory Ham Slices: In a large 
skillet, saute 1 chopped sliced 
onion in 1 tbsp. butter. Add Vz 
tsp. prepared mustard, y« tsp. 
ground allspice and \Vz c. milk. 
Bring to boiling point.
Fit in 6 rounds of tenderized 
smoked ham, cut Vi in. thick 
and dusted, with flour.
Cover. Bake 36 min. in a mod­
erate oven, 375 F.
Uncover to brown and evap­
orate almost all the milk. Gar­
nish with minced parsley.______






A surprise shower for Miss 
Ruth Walker, whose marriage to 
Mr. Gordon King will take place 
this Saturday, was given by a 
number of her Rutland High 
School friends Thursday evening, 
on the lakeshore of Mr. George 
Day's Okanagan Mission home.
Included, among the guests 
were the Misses Joan Piddocke, 
Donna Dajr, Louise Gabel, Shar­
on Gibbons, Lorraine Blelert, 
Jeanette Lucknowsky, Helen 
Mackle, Thelma Saplnsky, Janet 
Jardine, M a r y l v n  Swanson, 
Louise WostradowsW, Bonny Pret­
ty, Sharon Wagemat|, Joan Ya- 
kotn, Elaine Patro, Mary Rat- 
cllffe, Shirley Uyeyama, Kathy 
Day and Marilyn Campbell.
'  ̂ SIZES
9 2 9 5  _ 6 - i4
WEEK'S SEWING-BUY
By MARIAN MARTIN
Pretty enough for summer par­
ties—perfect too, as a summer 
sun ’semble. Best of all, it’s sew- 
very-easy—even a beginner can 
whip up this princess outfit 
quickly with our Printed Pattern.
Printed Pattern 9295: Girls’
Sizes 6, 8, 10, 12. 14. Size 10 out­
fit takes SVs yards 35-inch check; 
1 yard; plain fabric.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
. Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE, .NAME, ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER/ ^
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Dally Courier Pattern Dept., 60 
Front St., Toronto.
It is discouraging for Mom to 
have the family rush through a 
meal that she has worked so 
hard to prepare. For this reason, 
we suggested in a previous col­
umn that each day the family’s 
main meal should be regarded 
as a special occasion.
The table should look its pret­
tiest, set with the best linen, 
glassware, .china and silver.'For 
surely it is the family that make 
up the most important guest list!
We also suggested having a 
sensible serving plan, one which 
involves Father.
TWO SERVING CARTS 
The plan consists primarily of 
using two serving carts, one at 
your side, the other at the side 
of your husband.
His should hold the main dish 
platter, potatoes and a stack of 
dinner plates. Yours should hold 
a bread basket, salad serving 
bowl and individual bowls, des­
sert course and plates.
The second and third shelves 
of both carts are for stacking 
dishes. Each cart should also 
hold a water pitcher.
Few families serve more than 
a main course, salad course and 
dessert. If tomato or other juice 
is served first, it can be served 
in the living room.
SERVES MAIN DISH 
During the dinner, Father can 
serve the main dish and pota­
toes from the cart. Then he can 
hand the plate to the diner on 
his right, who will p a ^  it to you.
You serve the other vegetables 
—the only dishes on the table. 
Then pass the filled plate to the 
diner on Fahter’s left and so on 
until all guests are served.
At the end of the main course, 
Father can take the dishes of 
those nearest him, while Mother 
takes those that are nearest her.
The salad dressing can either 
be mixed in the kitchen just be­
fore dinner or, a growing custom, 
at the table by either yourself 
or your husband. Men, for some 
strange reason, seem to be taking 
over this job as their own spe 
cialty. Encourage them to do so. 
It will make them more appreci­
ative of the fine points of the 
cuisine.
TIME FOR DESSERT
Whoever does the mixing, you
serve the salad and pass it 
the right. When this course 
over, the salad bowls go the/way 
of the meat course dishes—on the 
carts—and you serve the dessert, 
also to.^thc right.
Now • to the living room for 
coffee;' It’s in the kitchen ready 
to be served with the\cups and 
sugar bowl already on a tray. 
Take the cream from the refrig­
erator and, in a matter of sec­
onds, coffee is ready.
This cart method may sound a 
bit complicated, but really it is 
a wonderfully easy way to serve 
dinner. It is very convenient and 
keeps the lady of the house from 
jumping up through the meal and 
popping in and out of the kitchen 
constantly, a procedure tlmt cer­
tainly isn’t conducive to pfeasant, 
leisurely dining.
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"  SHIRTS
The Best of Care
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BRUCE McMlLLAN
In response to the Increased 
demand for prescriptions, John 
Dyck, proprietor of Dyck’s 
Drugs announces the appoint­
ment of Bruce McMillan to his 
staff. Mr. McMillan has com­
pleted his pharmaceutical 
training at the University of 
British Columbia. He Is a na­
tive of Vancouver, and re­
ceived his high school educa­
tion at the Kitsilano High 
School. Mr. McMillan has now 
taken up permanent residence 
here. ■
DYCK'S DRUGS
353 BERNARD PHONE 3333





Rcserveid Scats ............................  $1.50
Rush Seats.....  ...................   $1.00
Wed. Students Matinee ........   50c
:.C EN TEN N IA L SHOW
l l ' (  p icn ic tlm * . T lw  k ids con h a ’ 
d so n  as w e ll os com fy «  yo« toko 
o long  a  (o r o f io d iy  w o fw  and ono 
o f p la in  w a te r fo r a  q u iA  w ash-upl i  
brtwe Iho rooa l.
K E E P
C O O L
J u s t C a ll 2 9 2 8
Yoini lo c A i*  a u j e d  v a n  l in e s  a g e n t
m
P A c m e  
I N  Y O U R  





THE GREATEST AMERICAN ACTS \  
\  IN PERSON
Plus many, many more thrilling,, colorful acts
O n stage, water and In the air
THE FLYING WENDTS — World’s famoun dcHllt-dcfylng 
Artists featured ln\lhe motion picture "The OrcnlcBt Show 
on Earth” \
MORRISON A REEVE8--Comcdy vaudovlllo direct from 
22 motion picture# In Hollywood. '
0RWIN\HARVEY — Water comic fr9in Mlnnc»ola Sea Fair 
and American Aqua Follle»,\ < ,
BILL FONTANA AND "PEPPY" -  World fnmoim 







BUILDING AND REMODELLING NEWS
For All Your Needs In . .  .
%<lUDOW.̂ g;gg>
HAUG'S Is The Spot To Go To First . . .
Year after u-ar homes built and remodelled uith Hang's Lumber and 
Building Supplies, grow in number. Builders find our supplies measure 
up to the Highest Standard in Quality and Dollar Value.
The confidence placed in us by our customers is reflected by the great 
number of Old Customers who return and tfie ever growing list 
of new SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
W m. HAUG & Son
i m  WATER ST. PHONE 2<yi3 sMi y m
V/hy SIMMER this SUMMER?
With a home-size air conditioning system, 
you can make your own weather . . .  and enjoy cool comfort all summer 
long. Let us instal a DAY * NIGHT AIR CONDITIONER to your home.
WIGHTMAN PLUMBING and HEATING
256 LAWRENCE AVE.
PHONE 3122
iH ta k e /y o w i'
W ith PANELYTE- 
The Modern Surface
A complete range of attractive colors and patterns. Heatproof . . . 
Durable,. . . Easy-to-CIean. Suitable for Counter Tops '7 A -  
Kitchen Tables, Furniture, Walls, etc.............. ........ .......per sq.ft.
FLOR-LAY SERVICES LTD.
Tb« mo«t completely stocked Door furnishing store in the Interior 




F.xpccting an outdated wiring system 
to carry the load of today's many 
now electrical appliances is like 
sending a boy to do a man's job. 
Let us check into it.




The Best-Looki(\g, Best-Cooking, S u ilt In o f a l l
o Fit right into any wall or 
kitchen cabinet. Waist-high to 
eliminate awkward bending, 
stooping, reaching.
* I'Se-Lovcl Controls arc easy 
to read, easy to set , . , safe 
froip children's curious fingers
•  Fxtra-capaciiy ovens hold
several pics, a hu;̂ c roa.st or 
turkey at one time! Adjust­
able racks provide 9 position!
•  Beauty finishes that wipe 
cleatt with a damp cloth. 
I.usierloy. a, gleaming chrom­
ium finish and Copperloy, a 
handsome antique copper fin­
ish.
y o u  a l w a y .s
DO BE ITER AT
Hardwnrfl •— ApplLincc* — 
' ‘ Electrical 
184 BERNARD AV|L
Furniture — Giina 
-  Telcvtiion
A Weekly Page Devoted To Home Buying, Building And Improving
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PLAN No. 79,>—A small home 
de.sigti—idual for a beach house 
—or for town or country liv­
ing The patio area between 
the bi'drixim and the utility 
room could bo walled in to 
double as a family room - bed­
room - den - dining area. In­
clude a six foot sliding glass 
door. Rw)f it over with color­
ed plastic gla.ss to permit sun­
shine. Move the barbecue into 
this area and save the furnace 
chimney by using an extra flue 
in the fireplace.
You could add a foot or two 
to the side to enlarge the bed- 
room.s if you think the bed­
rooms are too small, or you 
could put the extra footage on 
the front or back.
Now, let’s talk about the liv­
ing room. If this is too narrow, 
put the extra footage on the 
front—you could build the fire­
place in the end as shown on 
the plan.
Consider the attractiveness of 
the proposed patio area, and 
its many uses. Why not pick up 
a small building site at the 
beach, or in the country for a 
place to spend the weekend, 
and relax while building it 
yourself. Working drawings 
available.
r*.Tid
FIRST AID TO 
AILING HOUSE




Enclosed pledse find 25 cents for which send me 
booklet “Select Home Designs.”
NAME . ..................... . ................................... ..............
ADDRESS . ............. ........... ...................... ................. ........
GLUE ON MIRROR
QUESTION; How does one g» 
about cleaning glue from a mir­
ror?
ANSWER: If this is an animal 
glue, moisture wilt soften it; use 
a damp sponge or cloth to re­
move. If this is all-purpose glue, 
soften with nail polish remover, 
being careful to keep remover 
away from any painted surfaces. 
A razor blade, used carefully to 
avoid scratching the mirror, is 
I also sometimes successful in re- 
j moving glue.
WOOD PANEL
QUESTION: . After having 
bought an old house in the coun­
try, we find the plastered walls 
are very bad. We would like to 
wood panel one room. Is this pos­
sible, by using furring strips. If 
you plan' to use factory-finished 
panels, manufacturer usually sup­
plies instructions for installation, 
which should be followed.
PAINT
$ • ( . 0 0
Wc'li pay you $1.00 each for old paint cans. (Any 
size, and brand, any condition.) All^we ask is 
that for each old paint can you want td'selLus, 
you buy one gallon of “C and .C” Paint at the •' 
regular retail price. NO LIMIT. Buy two gallons 
from us and we’ll pay you $2.00 cash for two 
old paint cans.
THIS IS THE BEST PAINT IN TOWN -  IT'S CIL GUARANTEED
QUALITY; a paint for every purpose, interior or e.xtcrior 
NOW’S THE TIME TO BUY
You're going to need some paint this sumnier, buy it now. And. at the same 








Rubber base, suitable for 























(not listed but included in offer CIL Varnishes, Soaleivs 
and Undercoats I
I HIS OKI ER (;OOD U P K )  .lUNK 30
BUILDING MATERIALS LTD
lo w  ELLIS 8T. PHONE 2422
“Our Business is Rebuilding”
W U L I
RUTLAND UPHOLSTERY
raO N B 681f
rPlankBOAIUI
No more papering or painting your walls 
, . . l.isiing beauty and iilodcrn look with 
PLANK BOARD
Sec for yourself the sclcciioiT yoli have
when you ncXl visit our store.
' ' ' '' ' , '
Interior Buildori M arket Ltd.
KNOW YOUR CONTRACTOR :
WILLIAM SASS E
Has been remotlelling commercial and residential pro-" 
perty for tlie past 4 years in Kelowna and District . . . th<C, 
fine example of his craft bt'ing amongst others th«u 
Eleanor Mack and Johnson and Taylor premises In th*- 
Radio Building Block. His specialties include colored oTna-" 
mental cement work . . . i e. patios, recreation floors, etc, 
and the building of brick or stone fireplaces and b a r b ^  
cues.
If you need a remodelling job, an addition of a carport or, 
any form of modernization intiwiuccd to your present* 
home, contact
825 GLENN AVE. PHONE 4151*
This information service sponsored by the 
READY-MIX CONCRETE AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES “
BENTALL'S LTD.
1131 ELLIS ST. PHONE 2211
BOAT O W N E R S ...
WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
SELECTION OF MARINE COLORS 
IN KELOWNA
TREADGOLD Ŝ UPPUY LTD.
1119 PENDOZI ST. PHONE 2124
IF IT'S MADE FROM W OOD  
WE CAN MAKE IT
A large, modern millwork plant with the men, the machines and the 







* C A B IN Fl S
* STORE AND 
OFFICE F in iN G S
KELOWNA MILLWORK LTD.
415 SMITH AVI. PHONE 2818
" A  . \ f i Duro












WINDOWS & FRAMES 
INTERIOR 
REMODELLING 
BOATS BUILT TO 
YOUR PLANS I 




fer all demealla and conmerrlal 
mllhrtrli,





J. W . BEDFORD LTDa
“We Move th» Earth**
m f  (m R U N A  P U C B
n>Mit 4 in
No Vacation For W a n t A d s -T h e y  W ork  Every D a y -C a ll 4 4 4 5
8 , Business Personal For RentTHE DAILY C'OUEIER3ION.. JUNE IS. IS5J _________________________
......  ! ER & S N O ^ tx iT lix C A - ^ 0  ROOM SUITE, unfurnished.}
P r n f p 4 ;^ I n n a l  R lldnPM iV A T IN G  l td . for ditches. pii>e- Rlly modern, private entrance. 
r iO iC d d lv n a l r  D U a in c » t ||Q ^ , bcdUc tanks. Phone 2834. 'bnlh. close in. Suitable for a |
j ' M. Th. tf. I couple or 2 business girls. 1380!
VISIT o. L. jo n S 1 jse d ~fu iv  I ---------------- ------I
I NITURE Dept, for best buvs! 5131 BASEMENT SUITE -  TWO j 
'Bernard Avc M-TH-tf; rooms and bath. Eurnished. pri-1
! ------------- -------------------entrance. Suitable for work-;









MTil. MOSS PAINTING 
i DECORATING contractor 
ujwna. B.C. Exterior and interior SUITES AND ROOMS AT C & C 
painting, pajicr hanging. Phone Schaeffer Apartments, Edgewood 
your requirements










Road, Bankhead. Phone 8ol3.
If! P fr^ Y ^ b ed r o o m ” ^  su it -









511 LAWRENCE AVE 
Pl^ne 4434 Kelowna. B.C.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting Auditing i
Income Tax Consultants




Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
.487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
NICE ROOM — VERY CLOSE I 
I in. Office lady preferred. 595 i
Kelowna!Officc; Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. iLawrence Avc.. phono 3873.___ il\
-----------i 318 Bernard Avenue. •
Situated just south of the bridge, no hills to climb. 70 feel x 
135 feet on clean protected beach. See the new homes in thi.s 
IKipular lakcshore sutxlivision.
FULL PRICE $5,000.00 — TERMS
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 Bernard Ave. Phone 3227
Two Young Boys 
Are Found Tied 
To Crib Springs
Business Hours: 9-.S p m. 
Others by appointment
Property For Sale | Auto Financing
' su it e  — CLOSE INL No children [IXr GE^COMFORTABL^^ ’ CAR BUYERS: OUR FINANC- i 
land nondrinker.-. 595 Lawrence Open fireplace,! ING service at low cost, will help!‘IAve., phone 3873. tf . . t . . . .  . . . .  ^!w
Phones: Bus. 2.547 Res. 7924' 






w anted" t o Y ent
IRRIGATION PIPE
newly decorated, fruit trees,'you make a 
close to lake and all conveniences, now before you buy. Carruthers 
$2,000.00 down. Phone 4503. and Mciklc Ltd., 364 Bernard
245 Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
230, 231. 232. 242. 243. 244
B.ALTIMORE (AP) -  Two 
boys, one three and the other 
two, were found titxl to the 
.springs of their cribs in a locked 
smelly room in an apartment.
IVo p o l i c e  m e n  found the 
youngsters, who are cousins.
Both Lioy.s wore filthy, jxilice 
said, and had rashes over large 
areas of their Ixxlies.
Police arrested the mother of 
the youngest child, Mrs. Jean T. 
Arthur, 21. She was working at 
! the home of her landlady in the 
same block. She was charged
, J 1 . 1 i- ith  assault on the older boy andbetter deal. Ask us
24S Bernard Ave. Phone 3105 Reliable firm requires 
Mon.. Tucs . tf.'iirigation system for 
matcly 4 weeks. Phone
CEDRIC M. STRINGER
Public Accounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block 
1564 Pendoti St.. Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242




THREE BEDROOM N.H.A. bun-__
galow. Two years old. Full base­
ment. Natural gas furnace. I
Matching garage. 778 Saucier i-  ........
Ave 246 ROYAL









THEIR IDOL IS BACK
244
RELAX IN COMFORT} And Engines
4 room cottage just outside of --------------- -̂-------------- ----------
O
MOSCOW' I Reuters'—.Air fares 
245; from Moscow to destinations out­
side the Soviet bloc will be
WANT TO RENT WITH OPTION I cdy. 2 bedrooms, livingroom.l 
to purchase 5 to 2.5 acres in Kcl-Ikitchen and bath. Full plumbing.' 
ov.na-Winfield area. Must haVc extra large lot i.s 75 x 120, w-itb a; 
modern two bedroom home.:Rood garden. Full price S4,000.00; 
Available July 31. Phone 2964'with SI,800.00 down, balance S55.00 
Vernon, days only. 248 pei month.
WORTH THE FERRY FARE
For gixxi trades and terms 
BOATS — TRAILERS AND 
EVTNRUDE MOTORS'
in-
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Room 1, 433 Lawrence Avc. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
SEPTIC"'TANKS~ANb GREASE
Board and Room Listings Wanted
WANTED ROOM AND BOARD You wish to sell? Then we wi.sh to 
for summer skaters in private sell for you. We have a number 
home. Phone 3635 after 5 p.m. iof buyers waiting, but we do necHi 
I 249 vour listing. A phone call will.
' -------tiS - S F e s -t HOUSE------»' ””  >'»"■
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941! ^
.“ IJOHNSTON & TAYLOR
creased 150 per cent airline offl- j 
cials said here.
Tliis decision follows the intro-; 
duction of a touiist rate of ex-; 
change for the ruble that is al-: 
most 150 per cent above the offi­
cial rate. i
Many used good as now motors'. , ifaros in line with Western cur-;
for .sale. rcncy charges. |
P & M MOTORS LTD. Fares for flights within Russia |
Main St. Westbank Ph. SO8-5350: and to other Communist countric.s i 
214. 246. 248. 250, 252, 254'will not be affected. 1
Jo Ann Mullin.s. left, and 
Trudy Harrison greet their hero, 
.singer Elvis Presley, at the gate 
to hi.s homo in Memphis. Pres-
' ley made his first public appear­
ance since he started a two- 
week furlough on completion of 
I his basic army training.
Veteran Reporter Says 
Ellen Is "Regular Guy"
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. | ffoOM AND BOARD — Reason- 
Interior Septic Tank Service, ^blc rates, quiet place. 746 Caw.s- 
Phonc 2GTA.__ ^ lo'' Avc. 245
i5RAPES^EYpERTLYMADE~^.
Free estimates. Doris Guest. I 
Phone 2481. tf; Articles For Sale
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS




1607 Pendozl St. Dial 2430
GENERAL CONTRACTING, al­
terations and repairs. Estimates 
given free. Phone SO-8-5512. 256
WE DO ANY KIND~bF"l:cmcnt 
and carpeter work. Phone 2028; 











for your office furniture!
WANTFD




THE DAILY COURIER 
Help Wanted (Female)
HOUSEKEEPER TO LIVE IN — 
middle aged,, for elderly couple, 
one an invalid. 2065 Long St. 
Phone 7921. 246
1447 EllLs St. Phone 3202
START NOW! WOMEN ARE 
earning $2.00 or rnore an hour 
representing Avon. Phone Miss 
L. Bradd at 8966 evenings or
Glenmore Irrigation 
District4
PUMP AND MOTOR 
FOR SALE
Two stage centrifugal pump 
directly connected to 
200 H.P. Electric Motor
Capacity 1750 Imp. G.P.M. 
under 270 total head 




1487 Pendozi Street 
Kelowna, B.C.
' '245'
HISTORY OF RUTLAND 1858 to 
1958 — Profusely, illustrated, for 
sale at S2.00 plus tax. Limited 
issue. Copies may be obtained at 
A. W. Gray. Real Estate. 1459 
Ellis St., at Trench’s Drug Store, 
Long Super Drugs, Rutland 
Variety . Store, or Crossroads
RE.\L ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
118 Bernard Avc., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
Village In Switzerland 
Cares For 230 Children
By SYLVIA HACK 
Canadian Pcss Staff Writer
TROGEN, Switzerland (CP) — 
At first glance the group of 
wooden houses and high-spirited 
children look like a holiday camp.
But the Pestalozzi , children’s 
Ivillagc, high up among the hills 
1.—Lakcshore city property with in the German - speaking Appen-
TWO GOOD LISTINGS
safe sandy beach, lawn and 
shade trees and 2-bcdroomed 
older type home,. with nice 
sleeping porch, new gas fur­
nace, garage.
PRICE $1.5,000
2.—Best of close-in location, very 
handy for downtown but in 
first class quiet neighbor­
hood. A well-built 3-bcdroom- 
cd home, basement and oil 1 ways of life 
furnace, fireplace, clean as a 
pin. PRICE $15,750.00.
Either of these properties will 
make a fine family home, lake- 
shore or close in.
zell region of Switzerland, perm­
anently houses 230 needy children 
from Britain, Austria, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, 
Swizerland antd Hungary.
They are cared for and edu­
cated in a family atmosphere, 
and mingle with children of other 
nations, in the hope that they will 
understand and appreciate their
by CAROLYN WILLETT 
j  Canadian Press Staff W’rlter '
j OTTAWA (CP) — Ellen Fair- 
I dough, said a veteran reporter, 
is a “ regular guy.”
This is a generally-held—and 
ro.spcctful—view from the pre­
dominately - male Parliamentary 
Prc.ss Gallery of the trim, at­
tractive woman who in the Com­
mons is “the honorable lady, the 
minister of. citizenship and im­
migration."
Canada’s first woman federal 
cabinet minister spends litlc time 
hashing over the proverbial bat-
rr-. L-.j Ulc of the sexes.
^Thc children generally stay un-j,\ STALEMATE
,1 ,, “The batle of
10, are submited to the village, 
by welfare bodies and they arc 
interviewed by a selection com-; 
mitce in their own country. Fi-' 









Less than year old. Three bed­
rooms, family room. Phone 8100 
between 3:30 and 4:30 only. tf
til they are 16 and the village 
assumes responsibility for them 
until they arc able to earn their 
own living. It is anticipated that 
they will return to their home 
countries.
In primary school, the children 
are taught German, the village 
tongue, and they learn a second 
language in secondary school. 
They are encouraged to play a 
musical instrument and the vil­
lage has its own orchestra of 20.
Among the 18 buildings on the 
25 - acre site, is a community 
building known as Canada Hall, 
a gift in part from Canada 
through UNESCO and in part 
from the people of Zurich. It is 
used as a gymnasium and as a
Deaths
MOLZAHN—Funeral service for 
the late Mr. Leopold Molzahn of 
Rutland, aged 55 years, who pass­
ed away in the Kelowna Hosptial 
on Sunday. June 15th. will be held 
from the Evangel Tabernacle on 
Wednesday, June 18th. at 1:30 
p.m. , Rev. A. Drewitz with Rev. 
C Stevenson and Rev. H. Catrano 
will conduct the service, inter­
ment in the Kelowna Cemetery. 
Surviving Mr. Molzahn is his 
loving wife Emma, two sons. Ri­
chard of Edmonton and Rein 
hold of Eldorado, Sask., one 
daughter, Mrs, H. Link of Kel­
owna, 4 grandchildren. 2 bro­
thers and 2 sisters. Day's Funeral 
Service is in chArge of the ar­
rangements. 244
KALENCHUK — FuncraL Service 
for the late Mr. Michael Kalcn- 
chuk, aged 67 years, who pa.sscd 
nwny in Vernon on Sunday, June 
1.5th. will be h9ld from Day’s 
Cliapcl of Remembrance on Wed­
nesday, June 18th, at 3:15 p.m. 
Members of jehovahs Witnes.scs 
will conduct the service, inter­
ment in the Kelowna Cemetery. 
Surviving Mr. Kalcnchuk i.s his 
son, John, his mother in Saskat­
chewan, 7 brothers and 2 sisters, 
.3 grandchildren. Day’.s Funeral 
Service Ltd. is in charge of the 
nrrnngmcnl.s. ,244
write Box 5451, Daily C o u r i e r M a l P o r d e r s  handled by
■ ' '________ r!Z3__iA. W. Gray, Box 100. Rutland.
Published by Rutland Centennial 
Committee. tf
'f o r d
DFFICF GIRL
with knowledge of bookkeeping 
and typing, Good working condi­
tions .
APPLY BOX .5488 
DAILY COURIER
’ _  - .̂!|CAR TOP TOUR-A-TENT WITH
$30 A MONTH OR FREE ROOM I side canopy. Ideal for camper or
Edmonton Area 
Get I f  s "Berm"
1952 FORD 2-TON TRUCK — 
Very good condition. Give away 
price. Phone 8905. 248
rabES'TAL'^'fABL^s” ^  ar­
bor ite tops, deep fat friers. Phone 
3960. , • tf
.and board for evening baby sit­
ting, 6 nights a week. Phone 6409 
before 3 p.m. daily, 247
HOUSEKEEPER — TO~LI VE" IN 
and care for two children while 
mother works. Phone 3633. 244 |
fisherman. Phone 3814, 246
CORNFR CAR LOT
Ready , to Go oh 
SOUTH PENDOZI 




The aims of the village are de­
scribed by the Swiss founder 
Walter Corti: “ The children’s vil­
lage is a place to meet and co­
oper ate^ a centre of mutual un­
derstanding beyond , all national, 
religious and linguistic barriers” !meeting and concert hall.
Corti, editor of the magazine 
Du, launched an appeal in 1944 
to raise a “ village for suffering 
children,” and, backed by a 
group of enthusiasts the viilage 
came into being two years later.
It is supported by voluntary con­
tributions, two
one-third from other nations.
Originally intended only for war 
orphans, the Pestalozzi centre 
now takes distressed children 
from all nations who stay for an 
educational training on several 
years. ■
' It i.s named after the 19th-cen­
tury Swiss educationist, Heinrich 
Pestalozzi, who dreamed of an 
e x p e r i m e n t a l  school where 
“heart, head and hand” .should 
tf be e q u a l l y  appreciated 
trained.
the sexes will 
never be won by cither side; 
there is too much fraternizing 
with the enemy,” Mrs. Fair- 
clough once said in an address 
outside the Commons.
The house - wife accountant 
from Hamilton West handles her 
Commons post with characteristic 
straightfor w a r d n e s s  and the 
aplomb of a veteran politician.
First appointed to the cabinet 
last June as secretary of state, 
she was handed the tough citizen­
ship and immigration portfolio in 
May when Prime Minister Diefen- 
baker shuffled his cabinet after 
the March 31 Conservative elec­
tion vicory.
‘ OftdrrtiTi' MP’s* target; during 
the Commons’ question period, 
the silver - haired minister, may 
sometimes blush, bu she never 
seems to lack for an answer, pf- 
teh deftly turned.
“Cabinet ministers always have 
been fair game.” said Mrs. Fair- 
clough,. leaning back from a wide, EDMONTON (CP)—A residen-, 
thirds Swiss and fiaf area of northwest Edmonton Commons of-
ficc during an interview. I really 
is going to got Its own berm, question period.”
Civic officials describe a berm KNOWS THE GAME 




iK~YOU'LIKE TO"DRAW. sketch 
or paint, .see Talent Test ad in 
Pcr.sohal, Column. 249
Funeral Homes
The Interior’* Finest Mortuary
PAY’S FUNEBAL SERVICE 
I ’H).
Wo otter you the comforting 
Bcrvlcos that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.





A-l CONDITION — 1 9 5 1 TO N  
Truck. Low mileage. Apply 1032 
Leon Ave, 249
For Rent
WANT TO BUY SECOND HAND 
trailer, cither carriage pr boat 
worth around $50.00. Phone 8007,
246
t o p ~ m a r k e t ~ p r i c e s ” p a id  
for scrap iron, steel, , brass copJ
per, lead, etc. Honest grading, Service, 249
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
lion and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
SI., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-63.57. M-TH-tf
SCRAP STEEl7ANbli4ETAL^ -  
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel &
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby 
2. Vnneoiiver, B.C, ,tf
Boats and Engines
FAS'r i8’ 'a r t c r .̂ 1''t  inbo’a'rd
speedboat with V-R engine. Sim­
plex conversion. Equipment in­
cludes nylon tarp, fire exUngiii.sh- 
er. life jneket.s, etc, A fine safe 
boat at a reasonable price. Phone 
evenings 7679 or 6319 244'Radio, rear .speaker, mitomalii
'— —....................................... IrnnsmI.s.slon, power brakes.
give a residential area a screen 
from adjacent industrial property.
In this case, soil excavated for 
roads and sewers will bo used 
for a: berm six blocks long, 3()0 
feet w'ide at the base, 10 feet 
high, and 60 feet wide at fhe top. 
It will be grassed and land- 
and: scaped, with provision for young- 
Istcrs' winter toboggan rJidcs.
Each house contains 19 children!-----■:------------ -----" ...— .............
of the same nationality, enabling 
them to maintain their own lan­
guage, traditions, culture and re­
ligion. The individual groups arc 
under the care of three educa­
tionists i n c 1 u d i n g a married 
couple who act as house parents.
TEACHING PROGRAM 
While mornings are reserved 
for national teaching, the na-
for the tenacious Opj>osltion mcm* 
bcr.
A woman with « hearty laugh 
and a firm handshake. Mrs. Fair- 
clough now is energetically “solv* 
ing current problems and keep­
ing up with the Commons.”
■Taking over a new department 
and marshalling It through each 
day filled with Commons sitings, 
long lists of apirointments and 
mountainous correspondence, the 
minister says, fills "all my wak­
ing hours.”
She says there hasn’t been time 
yet to really study possible 
changes In Immigration policy.
She finds her new post “ an in­
teresting one . . .  it involves 
many ministerial decisions and 
there are so many things in­
volved when you are dealing with 
human beings.”
Mrs. Fairclough Is bombarded 
with requests to make speeches 
and appear at innumerable func­
tions.
What happens to home life for 
a busy cabinet miniscr with a 
husband and a 26-ycar-old son, 
who live in Hamilton?
“Ottawa,” she says, “ is where 
I work.”
She lives in a hotel and has 
rio intention of adding an apart­
ment to an already-long list of 
responsibilities hero.
She and her husband, printing 
company executive Gordon Fair­
clough, usually meet on weekends 
in either Ottawa or Hamilton.
In Hamilton, there used to be 
time for the politician to turn 
cook-housewife and relax. But it 
isn’t always that way now.
During her last wo-day visit 
home, the minister counted nine 
official functions, plus innumer­
able, telephone calls.
A nice quiet weekend,” she 
said with a laugh.
ian has had* her own practice as 
a marksman. For .seven years 
she sat in the Opposition as her 
party’s labor critic.
One result of her persistence 
prompted Liberal g o v e r n  ment 
legislation for equal pay for equal 
work for women in federally-con­
trolled industries. The 1956 leg­
islation was hailed as a victory
1953 PONTIAC SEDAN — Low 
niilcagp, interior excellent. Needs 
only body work to complete. For 
further ; particulars Call Gem 
Auto Service, 249
fns'roLDSMbmLEirsE^^
Hydra. Trans., heater, signals, 
seat covers, good rubber. For fur­
ther particulars call Gem Autoltionalitics mingle at international
1956 METEOR RIDEAU town 
sedan, 3 tone paint, radio, nuto- 
niMtic, while wall tires. A-l con­
dition. Pl)one 2873,
19.5rBUIck”SPECIAL”7rp:nRine 
excellent eotKliUon, radio, rear 
spenkcr, two tone blue paint. 
Phone 3783 after 5 p.m. 249
courses in the afternoons 
Names of applicants, aged 5 to
Coming Events
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phono 4124
_  „ • _Ji
THE BERNAIUi LODGE _  __________
Rooms by day, week, month, nl.so BEAUTIFUL R II O iT p rs l’A N 
housekeeping. Oil Bernard Ave , „  Odhrlcs.s, Gunr-
phnn*22l5. nntecd satisfactory; ' and Lap
SACRIFICF 
'5 6  Buick Special
2 DOOR IIARIVrOI*
Pets and Supplies
T H E R E  W IL I 
hd C
BE FILMS .shown 
ity Pork Oval June 18 at
MUST SELL 
Phone .3783 After 4 p.m.
at t r .
dusk.____ ____ _ !_____ _' __
^ATTCNflON ALL CONSTRUCT 
ION Laborers — Ixical 602 Coji 
BtrHCtlou and General Lnbor.s 
Union AFL-CIO Is having p gen 
crnl meeting Tue,sday. June 17. 
a p.m. at lJ\bour Headquarters 
llall, 434 Bemnrrl Ave , Kelowna, 
All members past and present 
and titosc interested are invited 
to attend, _ _ __ _________
~ ~ lo s t And Found _
BOY’sliED
npccd bicycle with fight and
TO RENT ~  FIVE ROOMS with 
bathi Hot and cold wpler. Near 
Syd’s Grocery, Available June 2.5, 
Apply Okanagan Trading Post.
1 247
Airdales.. 12243 Gladstone Rd,, 
n il No, 6, North Surrey, or phone 
Newton 2.56-I--3, ' 246
J a c k  tool ca*e bthind neat, Rc- 
ward ottered. Pfiwa 3823. 24i
Personal
1? YoOTtiKK v6 m K \f7 ^ i^
nr imlnt wrltOî fpr Talent Test
(no fee». Give arfo ami occupa­
tion. Box MWM, Dally Courier
2 ROOM SUITE FURNISHED 
with oleclrie .stove. Call 1031 
Borden, 226. 232, 238. 244
unfurnished suite. Newly deco­
rated, self contained, Phone 2234,
, \ 247
TWO ROOM FURNlSliED Suite 
• Pi;ivnte entrance. 1660 Ethel 
St. Phone 3670. 247
fuRNISHEb APARTMENT foi 
r»nt, bachelor style, with wall to 
wall cnr|)ct, kitchen, bathroom, 
hideabed, uso of automatic 
washer and dryer. Apply Ben- 





Fireplaces, . Chimneys, Planters, 
Concrete or Pumice Block.s,, 
Tiled Porche.s and Patios, ete. 
For flee advice and e.stimnte.s
Call or Phone
K28 Cnwston Ave.
Phone 2510 or 6355
M. W. S, tf
iflisalwERCU R y 'CON VIHITI ilLE 
— Automatic, new top and paint, 
white wiiirtires, electric windows, 
radio and heater. Phone 8699 
evenings or call at 2374 PendoV.I.
, . t f
SACIUF|CE-19.5fi BUICK Siieelal 
two-door hardtop. Radio, rear 
speaker, automatic transmission, 
ixiwer brakes, hfiist sell. Phone 
.1783 a f te r j  p.m, tf
ItW'v'ljnEVIU)!-^^
Sedan •— Good condition, Phono 
.3.126 or call 9.31 'Wilson, 216
RATES
Standard Type
No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
249 I In sertion_____ per word 84
3 consecutive
Insertions .........  per word 2’/ j t
5 consecutive insertions 
or more ..... ......  per word 2<
Classified Display
One Insertion ----------- $1.12 Inch
fconsccutivo
Insertions ...... ......... -  1.03 Inch
$ consecutive insertions
or more ................. ..... ,95 inch
Classlfled Cards
3 count lines d.illy 9.00 month 
Dally for 6 mouth.s __ 8.50 mopth 
Each additional line _ 2,00 month 
One inch dally 17.50 month
bnc inch
3 times week —- 10.00 month




FOR RENT JULY 1. MODERN, 
spacious 4 room basement eufie, 
unfurnished. I.ocnted near city 
fcntrt}. but in pleasant realden- 
Hal area. Private entrance and 
«th, Phone 2T81 lor further i 
'ormatlon, 2i
FilMOkD I.UMBEU CO.. LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. SiH'Cial* 
izing m PlywmKi. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Pliono or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 
Hnsitngs St., Vancouver, B.C., 
Glenbum’.iMH). . tf
'T R V 'tib iiR iE ifa ^ iiF ii^
; FOR GUICK HESULTB
Trailers
"B A n n E rr 's  t r a il e r  s a l e s”
Terry and Aljo,




and Pollsher.H. Now avallablo. for 
rent in Kclown(», B and B P(dnt 
Si>ol Ltd, For details phone 3636, 
130-M-Vlf.F
After a 10-inile swim from 
the Quebec boixU'r acros.s l.ako 
Temlskaming, all this young 
bull moose .wanted was a little 
privacy. In.stcad, ho found he 
had become a trafflc-stopperi 
A mile-long slream of cars was 
slopped on the highway near
ROOM AND BOARD
New Liskeard, Ont., as motor­
ists and camera fans strained to 
catch a glimiise of the animal. 
After hours of tryiug.„conserva- 
tion officers finally coaxed the 
frightened mno.so out of the 
water and across the highways 
to the s.nfely of the bush;
KMERGENCY 
PHONE JSUMBERS
Police ----  Dial 3300
Hospital ----------------Dlnl 4000
Fire H a ll---------------Dial 115




If unable to contacl * doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sundayi^ Holiday* and 
Wednesday*
2 P-in- to 6:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS ClIUTOMS n o im s






Irrigation — Drainage — etc.





OTTAWA (CP) — Boo.sting of 
the old age pension to $5.5 a 
month has placed the pension 
fund deep in the red.
Finance Mini.stor Fleming re­
ported to the Commons in his 
white paper today that in the last 
fiscal year ended March 31 the 
fund showed a peak deficit of 
$102,400,000. •
11c also reported that in 19.56-57 
the deficit was $8,000,000 instead 
of the $6,000,000 previously' esti­
mated. Parliament will be asked 
to write off the whole amount— 
the $102,400,000 and the $2,000,000 
hanging over from 19.50-.57—ns a 
charge against the 19.57-.58 budget.
Tlie ))ension fund has been run­
ning continually in the red ever 
since it was set up in 19.52, It is 
financed by a two-pcr-ccnl tax 
on personal and corporation in­
comes and on commodity sales.
Originally the former Liberal 
administration had hoped that nut 
of. this revenue would some suffi­
cient fund.s to f i n a n c e  the 
monthly pension to all those 70 
and over.
However, early last year the 
fprmcr Liberal admlnlatration 
IwpKted the monthly payment 
to $46 from $40, effective July 1, 
1957. 'Hie Progressive Conserva­
tives Increased it to $55 last Nov. 






ruken by our pholographer, 11 is 
rn.",v to got souvenir photoi? of Hie 
time you >vere in the news. Hcnd 
them to your frlcnda or put them 
In your album. ,,
Largo Glossy 6*,4 x 8'/4 
Only $1,(H)
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE
Order at the BuBiness Office
The Daily Courier ^




Blindness In Diabetic 
May Be His Own Fault
By Hmnan N. Bondetta. JHLD.tsuch a patient, be sure to ask
Forty years ago %vlven a doctor 
told a patient that be bad dia* 
betes. it was like telling him be 
would soon dip.
Today, because of improved in- 
ttulin and our more recent thera­
peutic dcvcicqments, a diabetic 
can look forward to years of near 
normal life.
But this tremendous victory 
whJph rncdicBl science has scored, 
has, in turn, created another 
grave problem.
PATIEKT8 CARELESS
Because diabetes no longer Is 
the serious threat to life it once 
was, many patients tend to ig­
nore much of the physcian’s 
advice, and. in some cases, they 
even ignore the physician.
While many diabetics regidly 
carry out insulin therapy, they 
completely neglect a prescribed 
diet.
Such disregard for medical 
advice can—and. in many cases, 
does—lead to blindness.
MAJOR CAUSE
According to th« National So­
ciety for the Prevention of Blind­
ness, only glaucoma and cataract 
lead diabetes as a major cause 
of blindness in this country.
If proper management and 
regular, consistent treatment for 
the diabetic condition Is main­
tained, many of these sight-steal­
ing eye conditions can be pre­
vented.
Right from the very beginning, 
the diabetic patient should visit 
his doctor more often. If you wre
your i^ysidan to send'report on 
the b lo ^  sugar concentration, 
your general condition and pkrti- 
cularly your ocular condition to 
your eye specialist.
DURATION OF DISEASE , 
Dr. I. S. Tassman. attending 
surgeon at the Wills Eye Hos­
pital, Philadelphia,' reports that 
it is the duration of the dia­
betes, not so much its severity 
at any particular time, that af­
fects the retina of the eye,
Since diabetics are Using long­
er these days, he points out, they 
are more pronp to retinal dam­
age, cataract and blindness than 
non-diabetics of the same age 
group.
OTHER FACTORS
We think that emotional stress 
and strain also play an im­
portant role in the development 
of an eye condition by a diabcUc.
Abdut 1,000,000 Americans are 
known to have diabetes. Prob­
ably about 1,000,000 more have 
it but don’t know it.
All In all, an estimated 4,750, 
000 persons aUve today wiU de­
velop diebetes during their life­
time. Conceivably, you could be 
one of them.
So just remember what I said 
about foUowing the doctor’s ad­
vice.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
H. D.: Can drinking water with 
a.m eal cause gas
Answer: No, not unless a great 
deal of air is swallowed along 
with the water.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECEER 








« K 8 « 8 S  ^
iBAKT
WEST EAST
4 A J 8 6  4 « 7 5 3
% ’ IMT4S
4 A Q 9 2  4 J 1 0 i
4 J g 8 S  410X
SOUTH
♦  Q* •
V K Q J109J
♦  T
4 0 9 9 4
The Udding:
North East South West
I NT Pas# »V P«»
# 4  Pass
correcUyl led enotiier spade.
The grateful declarer won with 
the queen and led six rounds of 
trumps, discaiding four diamonds 
from dummy. He stUl had a club 
loser to take care of.
A club to dummy enabled 
Schaplro to discard his diamond 
on the spade king. But West 
found himself squeeted for a dis­
card on this trick, threw a dub, 
and the slam was made.
Commented Reese afterwards 
"So Britain got a lucky swing, 
and I got the 100 schillings.’’
DAILY CROSSWORD
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Opening lead—ace of spades.
When Terence Reese and Boris 
Schapiro went to Vienna last 
summer to represent Great Brit­
ain in the European champion­
ships, they a^ eed  to play the 
Texas convention.
This is a method sometimes 
used to get the final contract 
played from the right seat. It 
follows the general urinciple that 
it i.s usually better for the strong­
er hands to be declarer.
The convention comes into be­
ing when one player bids a np- 
trump and finds partner with a 
good hand that includes a long 
major suit. Instead of responding 
in the suit, he jumps directly to 
four in the suit just below it in 
rank. Thus, a jump to four dia­
monds indicates the real suit is 
hearts. ’The notrump bidder nqw 
bids four hearts and thereby be­
comes declarer.
The convention has one great 
flaw. Players sometimes get ab­
sent-minded and forget they are 
using it. In fact, when Reese and 
Schapiro agreed to use it, .they 
also agreed that the first oiie to 
forget would pay the other a fine 
of 100 Austrian schillings.
Sure enough, when this hand 
came up, Schapiro forgot about 
the convention and jumped to 
four hearts instead of four dia­
monds. To Reese the heart bid 
indicated a long spade suit. So 
Reese dutifully bid four spades
Panick-stricken and realizing 
what had happened, Schapiro 
jumped to six hearts, hoping 
Reese would interpret the bid 
correctly. Reese caught on, and 
passed.
West led the ace of spades. 
Then, afraid that Schapiro was 
void of diamonds on the strong 





ter Green , says the Progressive 
conservative government h a s  
"leaned over backwards” on 
civil service political partisan 
ship despite "some very provo­
cative actions.’,’
"There has never been a gov­
ernment which has taken over in 
Canada where there was so little 
disruption of the civil service,’ 
he told the Commons during 
heated debate on his $233,000,000 
spending estimates for the cur­
rent fiscal year.
But he declined a request from 
Lionel Chevrier, former Liberal 
transport minister, for a state- 
employees had been fired since 
ment on how many public works 
the 1957 election for political 
patronage or activity.
Mr. Chevrier said he was will­
ing to wait for a reply. He felt 
one was required, to reassure the 
country that the government "is 
doing a good job” with its em­
ployees.
ALL LIBERALS
Mr. Chevrier said he could not 
recall as a minister ever having 
recommended that an employee 
be fired for political activity.
“They were all on your side 
so why should they be fired?” 
retorted Mr. Green. In 22 years 
in office the Liberals had ap­
pointed active supporters to the 
civil service. There were "many 
cases where supporters of op­
position parties were unable to 
get work or were dismissed.'
SEAGOING MAMMALS
Manatees, or sea cows, found I 
in the warmer coastal parts of 
the Atlantic, may weigh as much| 
as a ton.



























Let optimism be your byword 
now,' Lunar vibrations will stimu­
late your ambitions, and you 
may,become downcast if things 
don’t move as" quickly as you’d 
like.. Stop worrying! No good ef­
forts are ever wasted.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates -^that 
your interest? can be advanced 
considerably this year if you will 
accept the fact that present lack 
of recognition is but a passing 
phase, and that the efforts you 
are putting forth now will pay off 
In time. Do not allow yourself to 
become discouraged bŷ  minor 
setbacks. Keep plugging 'and re
*-l6
DAILY CRYFTOQUOTE -  Here’i  how to work It:
A X Y O L B A A X R 
Is LO  N G F E L L O  W
One letter simply stands tor another. In this sample A is used 
(or the three L’s, X (or the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostiophes, 
the I c n ^  and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different '
A CRYTOORAM QUOTATION
B L F C G  P W G  X P H  G F I I H C Q M V  
Y H H M , X P H J H J L C B  G P W K K  Y H  
B F C G - K L M Y I H K K L E .
Saturday’s Cryptoquote; OUR LIFE IS FRITTERED AWAY BY 
DETAIL . . .  SIMPLIFY, s im p l if y  -  THOREAU.V . , ■ ■ * . ■
BOYS! GIRLS!
FR EE M O V IE S
Yes, you can receive a two months’ 
supply of your favorite theatre movie 
passc.s. by securing TWO SUBSCRIB- 
ER8 for The Daily Courier, Join in the 
fun! Get a friend or neighbor to help 
you receive a book of theatre tickets 
from U.S to you. Con be used at any 
Saturday matinee or any one night for 
a total of 7 weeks.
H U R R Y !  T IM E  IS  L IM IT E D
I understand that by aiibscriblng to The Dally Courier for a 
rninlinum Mriod of Ihrco months, that the Jr. Salesman listed 
b(ilow will receive one book of theatre passes. i
New Sobs Cher’s Name _________ _______ ______ _ .






suits—botii job-wise and finan-1 
daily—should be forthcoming in | 
September.
This new year in your life! 
should bring greats happiness J 
where personal relationships are 
concerned and, if you are single, 
marriage this year is a strong 
possibiUty—either late this month 
or in October. Look for happy do­
mestic and social conditions in 
the months immediately ahead; 
some pleasant short trips in July; 
possibly a longer and unexpected 
one in late December. E a r^  1959 
should bring Some fine new busi-1 
ness opportunities
A child bom on tiiis day will be I 
versatile, resourceful and en­
dowed with very high principles.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
rieaae n»b  Famoaa Ptayma M«y1« Paiata tot
.. Phono . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J _____ \  .. . .
Namh . . . . T PhoneAddroM ...
BRING OR M Aa ,TO CIRGULATION DEPARTMENT
THE DAILY COURIER
KEIXItVNA













, THE WAIST 
iHDTtmt 
FtQHTm 
T O  T H E  
P S A T H  
W IT H  
temvES
mLvnn.lAass!^^ 
- .HAS NEVER BEEN MOVED 
^FTNASEBeNLOCmOIN 
4  PtrFERENrVDim  ̂
ANO 2 OOUHT/ES
tl«aiU!AfANTIArER
WALKS ON ns KNUCKLES
JIM  BYLIN
V / • 15 A
BV-LIHE WRITER 
mLos,^ol«A
THE OLD HOME TOWN
( tmatll  TnerACH *vt)u- it  ain’t  spo rt /n ' 
> TO TKA40 TM' PISH —  • ^  -a#  -c -
(J -K T  HIM  HAVE THAT WORM.
i .
............ ^
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'R)0 MM ACRO® WOO awSSOeiWE GOT
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•nns MW Bi nothikg, ( o m v e  mitovicH, 
but you asked the MVP TO INFORM YOU
OF ANYIRREGUtARITIES. / - T -----^





WUTWW PLANE, A yak-4, 
WAS FORCED DOWN OH A 
NEARBY ABANDONED
mrstrip,
BUnWRCS NO WPORT FROM THY PILOT, NO 
niCHT PLAN F(R SUCH A MANY..... AHO, 
STRAK&EST OF ALL, DIE HUMIRAIS (M THU 
'^MIATIOH MARKINGS
FOR SUCH A PLANE.
ACCCRDINO Tt>
THB CMU>, RAM 6MM 
HSR RSFuecnoN 









YOU'LL B E '















• I t™  HONEST. D EA R - 
( I  REAU.V THOUCHT 
I  W A S U P
OOSH, X DON’T 
UNDERSTAND 
WHY YOU KIDS..
...WOULD RATHER BE i 
PAID IN COOKIES THAN 
IN MONEY FOR MOWIN’ 
TH’ LAWN.<^
J1
WBLL.WHEN YA FVAY U S 
IN MONEY,ORANOMA...
...WE CAN’T  COME BACK I 
FOR SEC O N D S.'-'
1
6 ’i6





EVERV0 N3  
DOES!
c o u R S E ,r r 's  p o s s ib l e  





StDU'O eeTTER C A L L T I^^ -  
LAUNDRy..OUf? CLOTHES, 
AREALLDlRry/'j
THERE 3  NO LAUNDRY ̂  
o u r  HERE IN THE WOODS] 
WE'LL WASH'EAA -  
LIKE THE IN(?1ANS DlO/J
DIP 'EM IN THE WATER, > 
LAV'EM ON THE < 
,(=LAT ROCK,AN(? POUND 
'EM WITH A ROUND ONE /.
X 'LL F IN IS H  C H A N G IN ') 
THE BRAND ON TH IS  A  
C RITTBR ,..TH EM  W B 'LL 







FOR RUSTLING, HB 






OH THB HCX5K.; 
ANPMSflOr 
AWAY/. HB VMS
THE ones THAT <wr AWAY 
ALKHV9 eSEM THAT EML- 
BUT WHY CRY ABOUT rr# J
WBLL.I H/wpuv Buwevw 
OUT v&l SHOULD eu TMAHKHJL 
that your arito arbntanv 
LONGISR
/
-THINK HOH MUCH 
WOROB VUIP PBBLIP 
YOU HAP A RC^I 
.IKB MlNB/y
, , ' 'i'i t 
1 '■•»*'
1 ,500  PERSONS WITNESS REDEDICATION OF FATHER PANDOSY MISSION
Defence Costs 
Represent Less 
Share O f Budget
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada's de­
fence costs represent a steadily 
lessening share of the federal 
Inidget as other government ex- 
pen^tures rise.
The pre - budget white paper 
tabled today in the Commons 
showed defence outlays in the 
IOSTpSS fiscal year ended last 
March 31 totalled $1,687,000,000- 
about J3 per cent of total budget­
ary expenditures.
It was a drop of about five per 
cent from the 1956-57 figure of 
$1,784,000,000 when d e f e n c e  
spending was 37 per cent of the 
budget. In the previous 1955- - 56 
year, defence took a 40-per-cent 
share,
STILL LARGEST COST
The 1957-58 figure, which In 
eludes spending for defence pro­
duction and civil defence as well 
as through the defence depart­
ment, was $29,000,000 less than 
the $1,716,000,000 actually voted 
by Parliament.
For the current year begun 
April 1, Parliament is being 
asked to vote $6,000,000 less than 
last year’s appropriation.
Despite this changing picture 
defence has remained the biggest 
single cost of government.
The five- per -cent cut in de­
fence spending in 1957-58—a drop 
of $96,200,000—was virtually all 
accounted for by the defence de­
partment itself. Its expenditures
Breakdown Of Federal 
Revenue, Expenditures
OTTAWA (CP)—Breakdown of federal revenues and expendi­
tures contained in a white paper tabled today in the Commons:
SUMMARY ‘
r m n m x c o m tm  m
M O N .. JU N E W . IM S
SMOOTH SOAP
Nabus. a town near Jerusalem, 
for centuries has manufactured a, 
special type of soap containing 
olive oil.
This view of Sunday's rc- 
dcdicatlon of /a thcr Pandosy 
Mission shows portion of crowd 
surrounding altar while solemn
high mass is in progress. Cars 
were lined up for quarter of 
mile in all directions fanning 
out from site. At gateway can
be seen Oblate coat-of-arms 
(on top) and two wood-carved 
tablets on sides. Two of re­
stored buildings, built in 1860,
are seen in background. Altar 
was set up in front of smaller 
building (original chapel) on 
left.—(Courier staff photo — 
prints available.)
from $1,759,400,000 in 1956-57.
Two-thirds of that decline w 





b (Surplus) (Deficit) -
257.500,000 39,400,000
REVENUE
DIRECT TAXES - ■
Income tax 1.400,500,000 1,499,200,000
Corporation income tax 1,268.300,000 1,234,800,000
Interest dividends, rents.
royalties going abroad 76,40,000 64,300,000
Succession duties 79,700.000 71,600,000






Spirits, malt and beer 153,400.000 171,800,000




Sales tax 717,100,000 703,200,000
Automobiles 79,700,000 72,300,000
Soft drinks 9.000,000 600,000
Candy, chewing gum 9,800,000 700,000
Cigarets, cigars, tobacco 132,300,000 142,400.000





Toilet preparations 6,100,000 6,300,000
Wines 2,600,000 2,700,000
Sundry 2,300,000 1,400,000
Licences, Interest, miscellaneous 500,000 600,000
Less refunds -1,10,000 -700,000
Miscellaneous 18,300,000 1,500,000
Total indirect taxes 
OTHER REVENUE
1,823,000,000 1,752,300,000
Non-tax revenue 458.600,000 424,900,000
Total Revenue 5,106,500,000 5,047,100,000
GREAT WRITER 
Jane Austen, one of the greal 
EngUsh novelists, wrote a mlnla* 
ture history of England when she 
was 15.
ARABIAN FRUIT
The centuries-old date gardens 
near Muscat in Arabia extx;nd 
for more than 150 miles.
r
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fO DAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Avc. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
'  Today’s Eastern Prices 
















"Cons. M. & S.
'Crown Zell.
’,D ist. Seagrams 
"Dom. Stores 
'Dom . Tar  ̂
iFam . Players 
• Ford "A”
•Ind, Acc. Corpn. 

















































































Wcstcoast V.T. ID̂ A






Home Oil “A” ISVs



























"Sally Annas" Provide 







B.A. Oil 5%-77 
B.C. Elec. 5%-77 
Home Oil 5-71 
Inland Nat. Gas 
5%-77 102 —
Ktlly Doug.





























All Cdn. Comp. 6.51
All Cdn. Div. 5.57
Cdn. Invest Fund 8.48
Divers “B” * 3.25
Grouped Income 3.47
Gr. Inc. Accum. 4.58
Investors’ Mut. 10.00





OTTAWA (CP) — The final 
chapter in a story of Canada's 
wartime financial aid to Britain 
Is oxpcccd to be/ written this 
year.
'The pre-budget white paper 
tabled today In the Commons 
showed that only $22,500,000 re­
mains owing of a $700,000,000 
Interest-free loan made to the 
United Kingdom ■ In 1942.
During the 1957-58 fiscal year 
ended last March 31, Britain paid 
off $30,000,000.’ The interest-free 
period, ns provided in h 1953 
lurrecmcnt, exnircs Dec. 31. 
f o r e ig n  CREDIT CUT 
However, under an ngreement 
reached 15 months ago. Britain 
paid nothing during the year on 
n $1,185,000,000 post - war loan 
made In 1946. The amount owing 
remained nt $1,090,600,000.
Ix>ank |>y Canada to nil national 
governmenta stood at $1,443,700,' 
000 i t̂ i^Snreh 31. This foreign 
credit had been reduced by $^4,- 
800,000 during the year,
Fronce, Belgium, Tho Nclhcr- 
Iond.4 and Norway are other 
dobtor$. Communist (Tzechoslo- 
vakhx paid off tho hxst $2,000,000 












By EDNA USHER 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP)—The receiving 
home run by the Salvation Army 
on Sherbourne Street here pro­
vides e m e r g e n c y  shelter for 
stranded girls, abandoned wives 
—any woman in distress. Since it 
opened last February more than 
100 women have spent at least 
one night at the home.
It is presided over by Maj 
Mary White of New Waterford, 
N.S., and Captain Florence Hill, 
who came from Montreal, and 
has temporary accommodations 
for 15 women. They go for vari­
ous reasons. Some arrive in the 
middle of the night after being 
found by police wandering the 
streets in desperation.
Youngest visitor was a baby 
only a few weeks old, brought by 
its mother to stay while the Sal­
vation Army sought her missing 
husband. Although the shelter is 
niainly for temporary visifbrs, it 
also has semi - permanent resi­
dents who will eventually ‘ be 
housed in an adjoining home 
Those, who may stay as long as 
year, usually are youngsters 
released by the courts to the care 
of the Salvation Army.
EXPERT HELP 
The routine is strict, but
GOOD SWIMMERS
Raccoons find much of their 
food along streams, marshes and 
lake ishores.
Carpets were used as decora, 
live c o v e r i n g s  for beds and 
tables when fir.st b'-r- *’-* to Eur­
ope from the F ar East.
Major White Is always avail­
able to counsel the visitors. She 
keeps in touch with the Salvation 
Army’s own employment agency 
and with the city welfare and 
other agencies. She has been in 
the Salvation Army for 28 years, 
doing social work in Hamilton, 
London, O t t a w a ,  -Saint John, 
N.B., Halifax and Sydney, N.S 
Captain Hill became an officer 
in the Salvation Army 18 years 
ago, and has done field work in 
many Canadian communities- 
Winnipeg, Flin Flon, Mail., In­
dian Head, Yorkton, Watrous 
Maple Creek and Regina in Sas­
katchewan; Calgary, Vermilion, 
Grande Prairie in Alberta and at 




aimed at fitting the visitors for 
work and life outside the super­
vision of the organization. Taey 
rise at 7 a m., breakfast in a 
brightly - decorated dining hall 
and have 20 minutes in prayers 
led by a Salvation Army officer 
before doing their housework.
Then girls who are seeking em­
ployment goou t ,  while others 
stay to help with the cooking or 
laundry work. Afternoons are 
free to go out if they wish, and 
they are permitted outpide. four 
evenings a week, but must be 
back by 10 p.m.
A flurry of motor vehicle acci­
dents occurred’ during the week 
end, sending one man to hospital 
with a possible neck fracture.
Hospital authorities advised this 
morning that Guy Cardinal, 67 
an Indian from Carmi, was 
“reasonably good” condiion after 
he was struck by an auto late 
Saturday afternoon. Mishop oc­
curred on Water St., between 
Bernard Ave. and Queensway, 
Alleged driver of the auto was 
C. McLaughlin.
Cardinal was taken to hospital 
by the Kelowna ambulance.
One of the other accidents oc­
curred around 8 a.m. today 
Doyle and Bertram, when two 
vehicles collided, causing fairly 
extensive damage but no injur­
ies. Drivers, according to police 





D O W N R IG H T  
B R IB E R Y .. .?
Perhaps it Is. to giv« a reward 
when your child does well In 
school, but a good idea all the 
same.
Loaf’s hare Just tha.fift to 
suit the oecasloa
Hoa* About
AN INEXPENSIVE CAMERA 




COSMETIC SETS for 
Dainty Miss
tha
(Coninued ^rom Page 1) 
tiative to maintain sites of his 
toric value such as the Father 
Pandosy Mission.
Mayor R. F. Parkinson of Kel­
owna also lauded the efforts of 
the Okanagan Historical Society, 
the Oblate Fathers and the Fa­
ther Pandosy Council of the 
Knights of Columbus.
It was fitting that the restora­
tion came during British Colum 
bia’s centennial and that it there­
fore became one of the city’s 
own B.C. centennial celebrations. 
Mayor Parkinson noted there has 
been a “tremendous revival of 
interest” in historical matters 
during this B.C. centennial.
The mayor also announced of­
ficially that “ Kelowna has seen 
fit to correct the spelling of 
Pandosy on the street named 
after Father Pandosy” .
This is really a red letter day 
for the Okanagan Historical So­
ciety” , its president, D. H. Whit- 
ham, Kelowna, told the gather­
ing, He recalled the society had 
almost “given up in despair” 
ever seeing the restoration of the 
mission site.
He, too, Jcongratulated the Ob­
late Fathers, singling out Most 
Rev. Fergus O'Grady, OMI, now 
bishop of Prince Rupert, for re­
purchasing the property • and 
making the preservation of the 
relic possible, and the Knights 
of Columbus for doing the restor­
ative work on behalf of the Ob- 
lates.
J. W. Bedford, grand knight of 
the Father Pandosy Council, 
Knights of Columbus, acted as 
master of ceremonies and intro­
duced the speakers. He said the 
“Knights were privileged to 
have a hand in this work of great 
historical significance.”
(See story of religious cere­
monies on Page 3.)
Agriculture
CBC
Chief electoral officer 
Citizenship-immigration 
Civil service commission 
Defence production 
External affairs 
Interest on public debt 
































With every pnrebase of 
$3.00 or more. Long’s ftves 
you a ticket for one free 



















































































Two General Elections W ithin  
Year Help To Increase
OTTAWA (CP)—The high-fly­
ing Canadian economy took a 
double beating in 1957, finance 
Minister Fleming informed Parl­
iament today. *
It.s speed was slowed by a drop 
In world demand for some key 
export products, idling part of an 
expanded industrial machine and 
throwing some breadwinners out 
of work.
And while the baslcnlly-sound 
economy still managed to ab­
sorb a big slice of tho work force 
boost — providing more workers 
with more’ pay—a big chunk of 
the i>ay Increase was eaten up 
by higher living -costs.
In 1956 the rise in living stand- 
ard.s for the average Canadian 
was the biggest In war his­
tory. In 1957, the rise was only 
‘‘.slight,” Mr. Fleming noted In 
his pre-budget white paper, de­
scribing 1957 ns tho year of "rc 
cession.”
MORE JOBS
* Tlic number of Canadians with 
jobs Increased o 5,661,000 from
5.526.000 in 1956, while those with­
out jobs and seeking work also 
rose to an annual average of
254.000 from 179,000.
The rise in unemployment was
‘•‘substantial." partly because of 
the Recession and partly because 
of an' unusually sharp rise in the 
labor force. The flow of Imml- 
grnnt.s was heavy. Adding to 
problems was the , fact that more 
housewives, older persons and 
others decided to take up work 
outside the homo,
Wngc.s nevertheless rose, with 
tho annual average pay climbing 
by $141 or four per cqnt to $3,534 
So did consumer prices, which 
meant that for the average Cana­
dian “ the improvement in real
\ !IVAS A  TEENAGE 
J^ANKENSTEIN**
' . . .  liody ef »
Day , . ,  Mind «f 
a Moastert
Gate* open T:30 p.m.
Bhow atarta at Dusk
Fun Club Driven Free on Tuesday)
‘̂ BLGOD d p  t h e
DEMON”
•  • . It will tlva 
yon nlfbtnarea)
Income for 1957 was slight com­
pared to the advance of four per 
cent in 1956.”
LOAN DEMAND DIPS 
Demand for loans was heavy 
in the first part of the year- 
when the Liberals were in power 
and slackened in the last half 
—when the Progressive Conser­
vatives took over.
Interest rates climbed as the 
expansion in the country's money 
supply failed to keep up with the 
rapid demand for loans.. Rates 
declined when demands for loans 
dropped In the later part of tho 
year. The rate decline - also was 
attributed by Mr. Fleming to 
action by the Bank pf Canada 
and “othe: focors."
'V irtu a l Cartel"
In School Books, 
Charge Teachers
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP)-Schcwl 
textbook pfiblishers havc 'a  "vir- 
tunl cartel,” a g;roup of teachers 
stated In a brief before the Brit­
ish Columbia royal commission 
on education.
The brief stated that text books 
and other books used in school 
cost too much and that frequent 
changes in the books are an un- 
usifled expense to tho taxpayer. 
It urged that competition be en­
couraged among publishers to 
get lower prices and that text­
books be better chosen. "Wfe rec­
ommend that books generally not 
be bought on he basis of their | 
covers and pictures.”
(Adult eulcHatament only)
'D R IV E - I I I
%*cr̂ au' llhtbway 87 Naiih M City Mmlla
Buy Book Dekets and Save — Fhane 3111 
Now Sbowingl Twice Nightly at <!:45 aod 9:0t p.m. 
NQiTE EABLY BTABTINO TIME
W AimER BR O &m tnN n
CUNT WENNf WALKER
n o tu x e !
C O M IN G  w :d n e s d a v
"A  FAREWELL TO ARMS"
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONUY
CITY AIRFIELD
(Continued From page 1) 
service would be “an alternate” 
to that in effect at Penticton, 
thus giving residents of the south­
ern valley an opportunity to make 
connections here, if they are more 
convenient to them - at the time 
than those existing in Penticton.
The telegram to Ottawa notes 
that the survey shows that the 
Ellison field ‘‘has everything that 
the central and north Okanagan 
requires (as an airport site) for 
many years.”
Enlarging upon this aspect .this 
iporning, the mayor pointed out 
that while the report shows Ver­
non as on a more (jirect line be­
tween Vancouver and Edmonton 
“Kelowna is more direct in line 
between Vancouver and Calgary-
He also Recalled that Kelowna 
has spent $100,000 in developing 
the Ellison field and that prop­
erty is available now to extend 
the runway to over 8,000 feet. 
Vernon owns no property as yet 
and it would require a plebiscite 
vote before the city could buy 
the L find A Ranch where Vernon 
hopes to have its own field to 
serve the north and central Oka­
nagan.
(See text of survey report on 
Pago 3.) ._____
OTTAWA (CP) — The heavy! 
cost of two general elections 
within a year, an ^m^sual orour- 
rence, helped push thd federal 
government into a budgetary de­
ficit in the fiscal year ended last] 
March 31.
Expenses of the chief electoral! 
officer for the 1957 - 58 year 
zoomed to $13,600,000 from $200,- 
000 the previous year. Finance 
Minister Fleming, in ,the budget 
white paper tabled today in the 
Commons, said the increase was 
due - to-the general elections of 
June 10 last year and March 311 
this year.
Monday and Tuesday 




COMEDY IN COLOR 
. ALL-STAR CAST 
Marlon Brando 
> Jean Simmons 
■ JFrank Sinatra 
Vivian Blaine
COAL AREA
Stellarton in Nova Scotia has! 
)cen a coal-mining community 
since the discovery of coal there! 
In 1798. *
ORIGINAL NAME
Windsor, Ont,, was first known] 
as “South Side” to describe the 
location of early French settlers] 
about 1750.
DWINDLING HERDS
The wapiti, resembling the red ] 
deer of Europe and Asia, once 
roamed as far east in Canada^as 
Ontario.
COMING
Wednesday and Thursday 
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C A N i i l D I A N  N A T I O N A L
fm r fv r fk t r  h h m o t la t t , im, wt()« of (oD)
Agent CNR Station Phono 2330 
Q ty  Ticket OUce* 310 Bernatvl Ave.* Phono 2228 ,
PLAN FOR FUN 
AND PROFIT NOW!
Whether you cook, farm, 
rdlio turkeys or cultivate roses,
It's always fun to make something 
I  i , raise something . .  .  grow 
something. - And It can be fun p/ut 
profit to show lh» I’eiulls to a 
large and-appreciative public.
At this year> great Centennial | 
Fair the Uvettoek, Poultry, 
Horticulture and Homo Arts 
Sections offer rich scope fqr 
everyone— with thousands of 
dollars In prizes to be Won In * 
all classe .̂ Write today for 
official prize lists ond entry 
forms tO) Pacific National 
Exhibition, Exhibition Grounds, 
Vancouver, B.C
Aug. 16
irScpL'l
iie-iM
' »1
PACIFIC N 
EX
